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The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 97 No. '272 -In Our 97th Year Murray, Ky.. 
Monday Afternoon November 15. 1976
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The Calloway County High Speech Team won first place sweepstakes
honors for the second consecutive year at the powerful Trigg Co. Lake
Calloway High Speech
Team Wins At Trigg Cob -
The Calloway County High Speech Team members winning indWidual
Team won first place sweepstakes honors were: Chuck Williams second
honors for the second consecutive year place in oratory; Nada Frazier and
at the powerful Trigg Co. Lake Barkley Terri Erwin placed first and third in
Speech Tournament held Saturday. dramatics; Sheila Darnell and Kim:: 
1
Th' e Laker Learnplaeed first with 425 Kemp placed first and third in prose;
points. Following ,in second place was Johnny Brinkley placed first in-t4t--
, Russellville with 415 points, and in third temporaneous; Tammy Feltner and
place with 253 points was Union County Luanna Colson received ond place.,
.• High School. Calloway's varsity honors in duet acting.; ' Kevin Bowen*
i debaters Kevin Bowen and Randy was awarded t place speaker
17 Hutchens placed second with three wins honors in debate. . ,
-:1-, and one loss. Kevin- and Randy had Speech anef debate team ceaell-Larry
i_ wins over Murray, ige.hster County and _ .E_rtgland will enter _the Laker- tearn in
t Fort Knox, with their only loss corning r prestigious Bullitt Central
'.., from Paducah Tilghman, nvitational Tournament next weekend.
:'.. The Calloway TeartfWebi—igh The -lieSt teams from a three state a
total of nine trophies for their ffocts. will be competing. .
Pri,„Aelszummaslimasenst • .'Vfack,,§40, ,..,WrroditaStalliaMMINISINIMPAPOWININIMINANt:44,14w-t
',...
Ray Brownfield, vice-president of the Peoples Bank, and' A. W. Simmons,
Jr., Bank of Murray vice-president are presenting checks for SO to Dr.
James Byrn. vice-president and membership chairman of the Calloway
County Friends of the Library. Membership to the Friends Organization is
now open to all individuals or organizations who are interested in the
library program. Dues may be paid at the public library, 710 Main Street.
They are: individuals Si: organizations $3; contributing individuals $10; and
lifetime members $25_.
Barkley Speech Tournament held Saturday.
tai*mpttosoomaov",k!ovklittikemociwiiimm0110111Nue
Harmony Singing Program
Slated At Local Library
The Southern Harmony singing
group, the only one of its kind in the
United States today, will present a
program of music at the Calloway
County Public Library Thursday,
November 18, from 7:00-8:00 p. m. This
will be the second in a series of musical
presentations scheduled at the public
library, 710 Main.
Dr. Ray Mofield, president of the
Society of Preservation of Southern
Harmony Singing, Inc., said that-there
are 25 to 30 people still singing in this
group with the majority of them coming
from Marshall County. He said that
music with shape notes dated from the
early 1600's during Shakespeare's time,
and moved to America in the early
1800's.
William Walker, a minister, compiled
a ccollection of songs using shape notes
in 1835. Dr. Glenn Wilcox of Murray has
edited the original songbook and has
had several copies reprinted, and
donated two copies to the library.
Kentucky was featured by the
Smithsenian Institute in Washington in
the Festival of American Folk Life in
1974. The Southern Harmony singers
were asked to participate and made an
hour-long appearance each day for a
week.
"The public is cordially invited to
Attend a musical program that is
reminiscent of old Wales and Ireland,
and one that perhaps can be heard in
very few places," a spokesman skid.
Pree transportation will be furnished
to all senior citizens if they will contael
Allan Blustein, Verona Grogan or call
the library, 753-2288 by Nov. 17.
-464
Staff Photo'bvDav id Hill
Gingles Wallis Honored
By UK Pharmacy College
Murray nat:tiFe Gingles Wallis has
been designated a "Distinguished.
Kentuckian in Pharmacy" by the
Uriverslly of Kentucky College of
armacy.
Wallis, who operated his drug store in
Mdrray for 40 years, will be one of three _
perAons cited for the annual
professional honor at the college's
alumni banquet Friday, November 12.
According to Dr. Joseph V. Swintosky,
dean of the UK College of Pharmacy.
the Distinguished Kentuckian awards
are presented in recognition of a
pharmacist's "continuing contributions
to the profession on local, state and





November is National Diabetes
Month. The disease now ranks as-the
nation's third leading cause of death
and corriplications often result. To
reduce' the effects of these corn-
pliCations early detection is important.
The Murray-Calloway County and
Surrounding Area Affiliate Chapter of
the American Diabetic Association has
scheduled a series of detection clinics.
Mrs. Charlotte Sturm, Coordinator of
the Detection Program has announced
the following schedule for the diabetes
clinics:
Wednesday, Nov. 17, Murray State
Univ. Student Center nine a. m. -four p.
m.; Friday, Nov. 19, Roses Dept. Store
nine a. m. - four p. m.; Friday, Nov. 19,
Big K nine a. m. - four p. m.; Sunday,
Nov. 21, Roses Dept. Store two p. m. -
four p. m.; Sunday, Nov. 21, Big K two
p. m. - four p.rn.
Drs. Don Hughes and Judith Hood
and .professionals from the Calloway
County Health Clinic will assist with, the
program.
There is no charge for this testing
seririce. Anyone desiring to be tei.; ed Is
advised to be at one of the abo-Te nained
testing sites two hours after ea „;,t: a
balanced meal.
Clear and Cold
Clear and cold tonight, Inv. L he
upper 20s to low 30s. Sunny and „Itle
warmer Tuesday, high in the mid 40s to

















Dr. Harry Sparks, president of the
Murray Chamber of Commerce, an-
nounced today that the --Chamber's
Golden Anniversary Banquet will be
held Monday, November 29th, at 6:30 p.
m. The gala event will celebrate the
fiftieth year of the Chamber
organization at the Colonial House
Smorgasbord. The entire facility has
been leased for the banquet.
The featured speaker for this year's
banquet will be Jim Vernon, Conv
missioner of The Kentucky Department
of Public Information. In addition to the
address, Vernon will present the
European Multi-Image Presentation
used on the recent industry seeking tour
A graduate of Murray High School,
Wallis went onto attend the University
tifTennessee. After earning a degree in
pharmacy in 1930,die became licensed
to practice in Kentucky.
In 1935 he purchased his own phar-
macy, Wallis Drug, which he continued
.VO operate _until his retirement in 1975.
During those years he was an active
contributor to the development of his
profession. in the state and to the civic
life in the. community where he worked
and lived.
Wallis served as president of both the
Kentucky Board of Pharmacy and the
first district of the Kentucky Phar-
maceutical Assoc ia t i on . _ . _
He served on the board of directors of
the Kentucky Pharmaceutical
Association and has counted the
American Pharmaceutical Association
and the National Association of Retail
Druggists among his professional
memberships.
The Murray native is a member of
the First United Methodist Church and
series on its board of stewar4. A
director of the Bank of Murray, Wallis
has been active- in local- service work
through his memberships in the Rotary
Club and the Masonic Lodge. For eight
years he was chairman of the board of
the Murray Electric Plant.
In addition to operating his pharmacy
and participating in civic and •
professional activities. Wallis has found
time to cultivate another interest,
farming. He raises Angus cattle on his
farm near Murray.
Wallis and his wife, Juliet, have one
daughter, Mrs. Carl Slot, of Frankfort,
and three grandchildren.
The Directors are: Roy Kain, Jimmy
Ford, H. E. Chrisnian, Walter
Apperson, David Dickson, David King,
Dr. Constantine Carris, A. W. Sim-
mons, Jr., James Garrison, Joe Dick,
Ed Shinners, Dr. Harry Sparks, Bill
Barker, Guy Billington.
Reservations must be made by
Friday, November 26th, to insure_ that
the seating capacity will not be ex-
ceeded.
The Murray Ledger & Times will
publish a special commemorative
edition in honor of the 50th anniversary
of the Chamber on Monday, Nov. 29.
Businesses and organizations wishing
to include their salute to the Chamber
 by-frovernor juhan farrott. section marebtain more -
The very complicated presentation information by calling 753-1919.
utilizes three screens totaling 23 feet
wide, with six slide and sound
projectors. Over 400 -calor slides are
used in the nine minute show. The
documentary has been acclaimed as
I I ne of the best iii the nation. This will be
the first West Kentucky showing.
Also, to be featured at the banquet
will be the selection of the 1976 'Titizeri
of the Year." Tfi4 selection igiriade by'
the -membership "at 'large with the
casting of secret ballots to be tabulated
just prior to the presentation. Mrs.
Margaret Trevathan was the 1975
winner.
Tiekets to the annual banquet are.
priced at $4 per person, the actual cost
for the meal itself. Tickets may be
obtained at the Chamber of Connnerte





Murray.. 'City' Police have receivgd
reports of at least 20 automobiles that‘
were damaged by vandals over the
weekend.
Lbcal officers said 12 persons
reported vandalism to Murray Police _
and eight others made reports to MSU
security of spray paint being applied to
automobiles.
Mayor John Scott's ear was one of -




The Calloway County population has
been undergoing a change in the last
few years. It has stopped getting
younger.
Back in 1960, for every person in the
area Who Was older than .32.2 years,
there was one who was younger.
Thati was the median age locally, as
determined by the l960 Census.
Also, it was found, the median. age
was moving downward,- year by'year,
which .meant that the population as a
whole was getting younger. It continued
in that direction until 1971, when it
reached its lowest point, 26.0 years.
From then on, the age level has been
off the rise.:-.-etcording to the latest
figures from- the Department of
Commerce, the median age in Calloway
-County is now approximately 26.5
years.
In the rest of the United States, by
Way of comparison, the reports place
the niediatrat 28.8 years. It is 28.1 years
in the State of4Kentucky.
Several explanations are given for
;he change. One is that people are living
longer these days than in earlier years,
giving added weight to the upper end of
the age scale.
Another is that _there.- has been a
marked drop,. locally_ and elsewhere, in
the hiriji rate._,- The trend, among
-today 's_young people , is toward smaller
families.
Caronfiy, --the-'figures Silo?, ; --41-7per •
cent of the married women in- the 20 to
24 bracket ace childless, compared to 24
per cent in 1960. Statistically, it appears
that the average wife plans to have 2.17
children in her lifetime, down from 2.4
in 1970.
The Population Reference Bureau
attributes this, in part, "co a realizatipn
by younger married couples that
rearing children in this romplicated
and expensive world presents big
problems."
The general effect of the lower birth
rate shows up in the Census Bureau's
so-called "fertility r-atio," which refers
to the number of children under age
five per 1,000 women of child-bearing
age.
In Calloway County, in 1960, this ratio
was 344. It is noWestunated at 228.
Compared with many sections of the
country, some of .which have a ratio of
no more than 100, the local figure
2ontinues to be relatively. high.
CENTRAL BILLING CONTRACT SIGNED—Murray City officials and Peripheral Syste
ms Research. Inc., (PSR) were
present at the official signing this morning of a contract between the city and 
PSR that will implement central billing
for city utilities in Murray. Left to right are Charles Walston of PSR, Tommy 
Marshall, superintendent of the Murray
Natural Gas System, Mayor John E. Scott and Murray Common Council central billin
g committee chairman Dr. C. C.
Lowry. Walston has said that the syt•tem should be implemented by 
March 1, 1977. Combined billing of the gas
system, Murray Water and Sewer Sysftm and Murray Nati1il Gas System is planned at this time. The Murray Electric
System has been invited to join in the proposal by the elecfric plant board 
but has not made a decision on the mat-
ter at this time. 
Staff Photo By Daytd itia
all




The Ann Hasse!tine Sunday
School of he Memorial
Rap- is- Church met at the
home of Willie Garland on
Monda); November 1, at
seven p. m. with Modelle
presidem, presiding.
Laura Jelmings.,gave the
opening prayer. The devotion
W as given in two parts with
Mrs. Jennings reading
scripture from Galatians 6
and Zella Covington reading
from Proverbs 18:24 with the
lilt ter's thought's on
"Friends." -
Reports were given by Alma
McNeely, secretary. Plans
were made for the Christmas
party. Mrs. Covington .led the
closing prayer. Mrs. Jennings
and Pauline Wainscott led the
group in a Bible quiz.
Ref reshmen ts were served
by Mrs. Garland. Also present
was Lot tie Gibson.
When cutting "roll and cut"
cookie dough, dip kntves and
cutters in flour, but shake off
the excess. Dip again, and
shake off, if necessary, before





Woman's nu)), will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
vt it h Jean Cloar as speaker.
Musical, -Godspell," will be
presented live at the MSU
Theatre at eight p.m. by a
touring Student Group, given
under auspices of Baptist
Student Union, United
Campus Ministry, Immanuel
Luthern Chur,ch, and St. Leo's




Citizens will meet on the
second floor, Special
Fducation Building, MSU,
North 16th Street, at 7:30 p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
First Presbyterian Church,
Main and 16th Streets, at 7:30
p.m.
Humane Society• of
Calloway County will meet at
the Calloway Public Library
at seven p.m.
Vincent Bugliosi, author of
"Helter-Skelter," will speak
at Student Center auditorium,
MSU, at eight p.m. Students
admitted free and all others
$1.00. 
..•
We are pleased to on,
nounce that Melinda Han-
cock, bride-elect of George
Fleming, hos selected her
chino, stainless and crystal
from our complete bridal
registry
A December 18, 1976











Past Masters of r Murray
Lodge No. 105 F. & A. M: will
be honored at the meeting at
the lodge hall. A potluck
supper will be served.
Blue Grass C. B. Club will
meet at seven p.m. at the
Calloway County Court House.
Kirksey Senior Citizens will
have a potluck supper at the
Kirksey United Methodist
Church at six p.m.
Community Continuing
Nursing Education meeting
will be at- the -Murray-









will meet at Ken Bar Inn at
10:30 a.m.
Open lesson on "Framing
Pictures", will be at County
Extension Office at 9:30 a.m.
Lerefiir-e-by Akagawa,
a multimedia artist from St.
Paul, Minn., will be in Room
423, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU, at 7:30 p.m.
Recital by Murray State
University Baroque Ensemble
will be at 8:15 p.m. at Farrell
Recital Hall, MSU. No ad-
mission charge.
Elm Grove Baptist Women
will meet at the home of
Juanita Lee at 9:30 a.m. A
potluck luncheon will be at
noon followed by a book stuciy.
. Come to the Clemmie Jordan Shoppe and help us celebrate our
26th ANNIVERSARY
NOVEMBER 15th thru NOVEMBER 20th
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you for your
business in the past by offering you these great savings.
1/3 OFF On Groups of
SPORTSWEAR
1/3 OFF on groups of
NARDIS • DALTON • JAMES KENROB
DAISY ORIGINALS • LADY CAPERMATES
20% OFF Fall & Winter Coats
1/3 OFF Lilli Ann Costumes
& Weekenders
Come in and register for
$260 In Merchandise Certificates
to be given away FREE!
Nothing to buy, no obligation, you do not have to be present at






Oak Grove WMU will meet
with Shirley Paschall at seven
P.m.
Martin's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at seven p.m.
Carter School,PTA will have
open house from six to seven
p.m.
Murray Branch of the
AAUW will meet at the home
of Emily Wolfson at seven
p.m. with Dr. Sal Matarazro
as speaker.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at seven p.m. at the
Masonic Hall.
Music Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the club house
with the program by the
Calloway County High School
Glee Club.
Dexter Senior Citizens Will
meet at 9:30 a.m. at the
Dexter Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m.to three p.m. for
Senior Citizens. Band practice
will be at one p.m.
Murray TOPS Club Will
meet at Immanuel Lutheran
Church at seven p.m.
Wednesday, November 17
First of three free diabetes
detection clinics is scheduled
from nine a.m. to four p.m. at
the Student Center at Murray
State University. Everyone is
encouraged to visit the clinic
fora free test. N
Wednesday, November 17
Potluck luncheon for Lynn
Grove and Kirksey Senior
Citizens will be held at the
home of Jan Maddox at noon.
Wadesboro Homemakers
Club will meet at the home of
Opha Culver at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at sever
p.m. atGleason Hall.,
J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy will have a coffee
at the home of Mrs. W. Z.
Carter at ten a.m.
• Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at 1:30 p.m. at Corvette
Lanes.,
A group of handicapped
children, sponsored by the
Council for Exceptional
Children, will perform in
Room 240, Special Education




production of the Department
of Speech and Theatre, MSU,
to be presented at 9:30 a.m.
and one p.m. Tickets-are 75
cents at the door.
Ducks Unlimited local
chapter will have its annual
banquet at the Murray




Now is the time to
begin your Pre-Holiday










































DEAR ABBY: I am the mother of a very nice, but shy
I7-year-old son. He has never had a date in his life, 
and I'm
sure it's because he's afraid he'll get turned down.
He is an honor student, but doesn't do very we
ll in
sports, which could be the reason he isn't very 
popular
with the "in" crowd at school. He is slightly overweight,
but there are fatter boys who date so that can't be 
the
reason.
It breaks my heart to see him alone all the time.
A girls' club is having a dance, and the girls ask the 
boys.
One of my best friends has a daughter in this club. 
Should
put a bug in my friend's ear and ask her to ask 
her




DEAR MOM: Don't put any bugs in anybody's 
ear.
Your son may be a late bloomer. And another one of hi
s
problems could be a well-meaning mother who's incline
d
to run interference for him. Let him develop socially 
at his
own pate.
Everyone has • problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069





TQ Win Her Man
By Abigail Van Buren
I 1970 by-thou.) TndsuiwrIl V 1,1•ves Syed Sw
DEAR ABBY: For the woman who lost her husband to a
younger woman, here's one man's story:
I loved my wife dearly, but after six children and 35
years of marriage, our relationship became so platonic I
felt sure I was losing my manhood. I blamed it on her devo-
tion to our home and children rather than on my age.
Depressed. I left home under the pretense of seeking
work in a distant state, but I had other things in mind. I
found a willing young girl who looked up to me adoringly.
lifted my spirits and restored my lagging sense of manhood.
I felt as though I had found the fountain of youth, so I filed
for a divorce solely on the grounds of sexual incompati-
bility.
As soon as my wife got word of this, she did what every
woman who really loves her husband should do. She caught
a bus and travelled 1,500 miles to win -back her man. She
didn't whine or hire any lawyers, or even scold major what
I had done:. stie came courting me like a sWeeTheart, and she
laid a loving on me like she hadn't done in years! Of course
I-knew -thai some of her passion .was .faked. but., we _Rep
are gullible, and I loved her all the more for it.
You guessed it. She brought me back home, bound hand,
foot and heart with nothing but chains of love.
HOME AGAIN
.DEAR HOME: Another classic example of a woman
casting herself in the role of a sex object to get what she
wants. It may be fine for some women, but the Women's
Libbers would have her scalp for such a degrading ploy.
DEAR ABBY: My husband sleeps in his underwear. All
winter he wears the' tong woolen kind, and he sleeps in the
same underwear he's worn all day. The problem is getting
him to change it.
Abby, he has four suits of clean underwear in his drawer,
but he refuses to put on a clean pair without a fight. I have
a terrible time getting it away from him to put it in the
wash.
Don't tell me to grab if while he's in the bathtub. It's a
battle to get- him to take a bath, too. He thinks deodorants
are for sissies, and the smell is awful. Please help me.
BERTHA IN BISMARCK
DEAR BERTHA: Nag him, threaten him, beg him and
bribe him if necessary. If nothing works, look at it this way:
1 ou'll never have to worry about another woman stealing
him. And he's easy to find in the dark.
ve $5
An Ethan Allen Recliner in Herculons tweed
209 IReg. $249.501
Three styles, Herculon® tweed or vinyl upholstery,
immediate delivery.
We've just reduced prices on three
extremely comfortable recliners. Special value recliners
covered in Herculon* tweed or durable vinyl — the kind of
coverings that can really take wear and tear. The chairs stretch
to three positions — two styles also rock. And they're in stock
now and ready for quick delivery. Want something nice to
come home to Stretch out in a Restocrat Recliner or Rocker
Recliner. Three styles at prices that'll really relax you!
Same its It above with vinyl ,overing
'229 Reg 274 50
• OPEN EVERY FRIDAY EVENING
• CONVENIENT CREDIT TERMS
• FREE DELIVERY SERVICE
• OPEN EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
Wing rocker reclineT anol-pine trim
rocker recliner above
with Herculon• tweed t ineritig Reg 31u.10 269
with vinyl overing Reg. 329.50 $2 49
Come on over to our houw...
United lIeene Fernisitings
ETHAN ALLEN FURNITURE
114 NORTH THIRD ST. PADUCAH, KY.
PHONE 443-6257
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Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 16, 1916
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES asp, .(1,
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 201
You have good reason for
optimism now. A superior's
enthusiasm for your efforts not
only pays off, but further spurs
your ambition and incentive.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Others may be overly
aggressive, pressing for their
"rights" to the exclusion of
yours. Watch your own in-
terests. Don't let anyone push
you around.
GEMINI
(May 22 to June 21) 1/419
Don't regard decisions made
in the a.m. as final. Certain
cirdlunstances may necessitate
revision later in the day.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) eso
Home and family concerns
under highly beneficial in-
fluences. In fact, a recent
domestic problem will finally be
straightened out satisfactorily.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 124:g
Curb a tendency toward wish-
ful thinking. This is a day in
which to stress realism and
practicality. Imagination is





Save money ond save
taking off extra pounds af-
ter New Year's You'll get
50 cents off the weekly fee
— 50 instead of 53 00
-- during the seven weeks
of November 15 through
New Year's Day That's o
total saving of $3 5011
Class in Murray moots
every monday at 6:45 p.
m. in tho First Methodist
Church, Maple Amos.
(Offer good only in Ken-
tucky 4 Southern Indian
Franchiso No. 59)
'W(IGHT WATCHERS" and •ARE
REGISTERED TRADEMARKS OF
WEIGHT . WA TCHERS IN-
TERNATIONAL. IN MANHASSET
Y • WIGHT WATCHERS H4-
TERNAY/OAIM, 1176
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 231 WP%.
A curious suggestion may be
made. If you have even the
slightest doubt about it, reject
summarily. Your hunches are
usually correct.
LIBRA
Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
A great day for presenting




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 221 In'AP
Natives of Scorpio rarely put
themselves "on the defensive,"
but a complex Job situation
could tempt you to take such a
stand now. Don't!
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 2iW
Avoid present tendencies
toward lethargy and inertia.
Self-discipline is an innately
Sagittarian trait. Stress it now.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 34
This day's progress could be
ftirthered by joining forces with
someone outside your normal
circle. -
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Get together with associates
who share your interests to
discuss ambitions, hopes, plans
for the future, new ideas in
general.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201
Stellar influences extremely
beneficent now- have a
chance to cash irr on good will,
to increase your prestige.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with remarkable in-
tuition, relentless ambition and
a keen sense of humor. There is
a very deep side to your nature
and you may have a strong
religious bent; could become an
excellent preacher, teacher or
philosopher. If thaoutgoing side
of your nature is predominant,
you could excel in the law and
(or) statesmanship; as a
business executive or, pro-
fessionally, in the musical or
theatrical worlds. Just one
-admonition: try to soften that
rapier-like wit of yours, lest it
deteriorate into sarcasm or
bitter. invective. Birthdate. of:
Alaleona Domenico, Italian
composer.
Transfer fragile "roll and
cut" butter cookies from
working surface to cookie
sheets with a, wide metal










Vow To Be React
Miss Patricia Lynn Mattingly
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Mattingly, Jr., Louisville, announce
the engagement of their daughter, Patricia Lynn, to Ernest




e, anndie'sgd Lawrence Mattingly, Sr., Leitchfield. The
groom's grandparents are Mrs. Sylva Atkins and Mrs. Nova
Gertrude 
Williams, both of Murray. •
will take platsce aonreTuesdpMrs. y, December 2, at,
eight p. m. at Westport Road Church of Christ, Louie-ale. -"-
Miss Mattingly graduated from J. M. Atherton High ghool
in June, 1972, attended David Lipscomb College in Nashville,
'hi., for two years, and will graduate in May, 1977 from
Catherine Spalding College (Louisville) with a B. S. degree in
nursing.
Mr. Williams graduated from Murray High School in May,
1969, graduated from Murray State University in May, 1972
with a B. S. degree in English, and graduated from Harvard
Law School .in Jtme, 1975 with a Juris Doctoris degree. Mr.
Williams is presently a member of the la* firm of Ogden,
Robertson and Marshall in Louisville.
_Glee Mb Will Sing On Tuesday
The Calloway County High
School Glee _Club, directed by.
Dan McDaniel, will present a
special demonstration singing
at the open meeting of, the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club to be
held Tuesday, November 16,
at about eight p. m. Members
may invite guests.
Prior to the program the
department will have a
business session with Mrs.
Hugh Noffsinger presiding.
Each one should bring her
money for the style show
tickets and also the dues for
the year.
Hostesses will be Mesdames
Joe Dick, John Cavitt, Loal
Cole, Raymond L. Conklin,
Arvin Crofton, Bill -Crouse,
Tommy Chrisp, Larry Doyle,
and Miss Rebecca Ann Dublin.





transportation to activities at
the Ellis Center on Tuesdays
and Thursdays, please call
753-9725 by 9:09 a. m. (Note
change.. of time for calling).
This schedule also applies for
potluck luncheons.
For transportation to the
Senior Citizens activities at
the -North bid Street Com-
munity Center on 2nd and 4th
Wednesdays at 1:30 p. m. -
Call 753-9725 by 11:30a. m.
These times are for Senior
Citizens living in the city and
the county.
Shopping orFridays will be
from 9:30 a. m. to 11:30 a. m.
and 1:00 p. m. to 5:00 p. m.
Call 753-9725 by 9:00 for a. m.
shopping and 11:30 for p. m.
shopping.
On Tuesdays' and Thursdays
the donation for ridintthebus
will be collected at the Ellis
Center and on shopping days
there will be a container on the
bus for donations.
When riding the bus at other
times and on other days,
Senior Citizens will be able to
ride at a reduced rate.
Reduced tickets can be picked
up at -the Senior Citizens office
at 205 South 7th between the
hours of 8:30-12:00-a. m. and







presented to the Sigma
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club Monday
evening,  Nast 8th 
Mrs. Gus Robertson, Jr.,
program committee member,
introduced Mrs. Jack Udd-
berg, owner of the Panhan-
dler, who entertained the
members with her gourmet
baking.
Hostesses were Mrs. Don
Keller, Mrs. Walter Apperson,
Chapter Plans
Coffee Iredoesdnv
. The J. N. Williams Chapter
of the United Daughtei.9 of the
Confederacy will meet
Wednesday, November 17, at
ten a. m. for a coffee at the
home of Mrs. W. Z. Carter
with Mrs. Hess Crossland as
cohostess.
Dr. Edwin Stohecker will be
the guest speaker. His subject




Mrs. Bailey Gore, Mrs. Gene
Landoll., Mrs. Jere Stripling.
and Mrs. Fred Wells.
Mrs. Virgil Harris, chair-
man, conducted - the business'
qpcinn. .gain toa.,._.ot the last 
meetin4 were read by Mrs.
Donald Hughes.
Mrs. Fred Wells, Sigma
Horse Show chairman,
reported that the Kentucky
State Charity Horse Show will






— Mrs. Dean Winn Sr. of- San
Antonio, Tex,. and Mrs. Tully
'Adel, of Orlando, Fla., arrived
here recently-in a single,engint
plane' piloted by Shirley Winn
of Woodland, Calif..Shirley is
Mrs Winn Sr.'s daughter-in-
law, and Mrs. 14001:§,daugh,-
ter..
Mrs. Winn Jr. and her copi-
lot, Anne- Molina of Sacra-
mento, picked up the older
women, who are in their 80s, en
route home after winning 23rd
place in the Angel Derby spon-
sored by the 99s, an inter-




Store wide Sale On Complete Stock
Central Shopping Center
Yogurt: a popular dairy product
Yogurt rapidly is becoming one of the most popular
of dairy products motif; Ameman.. 'ai.cord;ng to
recent surveys A feu yews ago only a small mionrin
of people in this country had ever lasted yogurt .Today
more than 40 per cent eat it caber frequently or occa-
sionally
One reason for this growth in popularity, ac‘-nr.'ing
to experts at Meadow Gold Dairies, has been the ;!Vfl•
&KUM of flevored yogurts Studie concluded in Penn
sylvania, for instance, show that nearly Sc per cent of
those who eat yogurt prefer it flavored %kith fruit or
bernes
Consumers also often comment' that yogurt contain:
bacteria and provides therapeutic benefits Also ret eat-
ed by the Pennsylvania study is that two thirds of the
yogurt eaters prefer the "natural" product, which con-
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Monday, Nov. 15, Vincent Bugliosi,
author of " Hel ter-Skel ter " and the
prosecuting attorney in the Charles
Manson murder trial, will speak at 8
p.m. in the Student Center Auditorium.
Tuesday, Nov. 16
A multi-media artist Kinji Akagawa,
will present a lecture at 7:30 p.m. in
room 423, 4th floor of the Fine Arts
Center.
The Murray State University baroque
ensemble will present a recital of in-
strumental music at 8:15 p.m. in
Farrell Recital Hall. The public is in-
vited. There will be no charge.
Wednesday, Nov. 17
The Council for Exceptional Children
will sponsor a performance by a group
of handicapped children at 6:30 p.m. in




The Children's Theatre, presentation
of "Winnie-The-Pooh" will be held in
. the Lovett Auditorium at 9:30 a.m. and
1 p.m. Tickets are 75 eints at the door.
Friday and Saturday
November 19 and 20
The Western Regional White Ho
Conference on the Handicapped
held in the Special Education ding.
Reeistraiton will begin at s.rn. with
the first session to be h • at 8:30 p.m.
on Friday. For additional information
coni act Mrs. Billie Downing at 762-6963.
Saturday, Nov. 20
Editors ,alid publishers of area
newspapers, as well as news directors
and managers of area radio and
television stations, will be guests of
Murray State University at the 7th
annual News Media Appreciation Day.
Registration will be from 9:30 until
10:30 a.m. in Room 206 of Stewart
Stadium.
• Ground breaking ceremonies for the
Harry Lee Waterfield Library are
scheduled to begin promptly at 11:30
a.m. in front of the former Student
Union Building on-North 15th Street.
Former Lt. Gov. Waterfield, a former
member of the board of regents and
president of the Investors Heni
Insurance Co. in Frankfort, wilj. the
principal speaker during ,4è brief
ceremony. The public invited to
attend. The new libr will house the
University's circ ng collections.
A luncheon ..td the Murray State-
Western ' tucky football game at
1:30 p. are included on the day-long
Pr . John- N iehnis, press secretary--
entucky Gov. Julian Carroll, will be
the principal speaker.
Murray State vs. Western Kentucky
in football at 1:30 p.m. at Stewart
Stadium. Tickets are $4, $3, $2.50 and
$1.50. This is an OVC game.
fly, Funny World
OB4E(VATIONS
,,.-Money talks as much as it used to. It's •
just that nowadays it makes less cents.
, The old believe everything, the
middle-aged suspect everything, and
the young know everything.
Putting the cart before the horse isn't
smart, but it's cheaper than putting the
shopping cart before the checkout
counter.
Some TV shows are so bad that poor
reception couldn't improve them.
We ate still a nation of immigrants.
And if you don't believe it, check all
those foreign cars on the road.
In the new version of Monopoly, the
player who buys all four railroads
automatically goes bankrupt.
We see the logic in women's lib. If a
woman works like a horse, of course,
she should be paid like a man.
Conversation is the art of subtly
finding out how little other people really
know.
Success is getting up just one more
time than you fall down.
Before a man marries a girl these
days, he must think about security and
make sure the girl he marries can
supply it.
Over 42 million homes now have color
TV. The only thing left in drab black
and white is real life itself.
Things won't change when we switch
over to the metric system. It's the old
story.. .Give some folks a centimeter
and they'll,take a kilometer.
POLITICS
During his years as senator from
Rhode Island, Theodore F. Green was
Washington's number one social but-
terfly, flitting from one party to
another. His social schedule was so
heavy that he had to refer frequently to
his engagements book to keep track of
his whereabouts. ' t one party, he-was
consulting his book when his hostess
came up to him. "Checking to find out
where you go next, Senator?" she
twitted. "No," replied Green. "I'm
checking to find out where I am."
•
The candidate asked the chairman of
the meeting for a glass of water on his
table. "To drink?' was the chairman's
question. "Oh, no," the candidate
replied. "When I've been speaking a
half-hour, I do a high dive."
No wonder they only hold these
political convention things every four
years. It takes that long to get a
straight face for the next one. ( Will
Rogers said it 50 years ago.)
The painting and affixing of political,
slogans of candidates on walls or
anything else are strictly forbidden.
However, subject to prior notification,
the police will tolerate the writing of
slogans and names of political can-
didates on the ground. (Times of Malta)
Mark Twain Its name is public
opinion. It is held in reverence. It
settles everything. Some think it is the
voice of God.
It's possible to tell what people are
doing in the voting booths by watching
their feet. Those with toes pointed
toward the curtain are trying to get out.
Herm Albright: Only thing more
confusing than Jimmy Carter's stand
on certain issues are articles trying to
explain them. _
Bible Thought
Now 1 tell you before it come,
that, when it is come to pass, ye
may believe that I am he. John
13:19.
You don't have to believe a
prophet, but when things come






It took 173 years,
until 1962, for federal
spending to hit $100
billion a year. But
by 1971, only nine
years later, government
spending had jumped to






a year. And this






Such 'itige spending has resulted in a bigger and bigger government debt The
interest alone on the national debt has more than doubled in ten years and is
now over $40 billion a year. In fact the interest burden on the debt constitutes
ten percent of the federal budget!
Ask your representatives in Washington whether they have the courage to help
stop this deadly trend. If they do not, well eventually wake up to find, ourselves
limng in a fool's paradise.








EARTIJOver 100 Bills IN
Agree Or Not
By S. C. VAN CURON
FRANKFORT — More than 100 bills
have been drafted or are in the process
of being drafted for the special
legislative session tentatively
scheduled to begin November 29,
Legislative Research Director Philip
Conn said.
Most of these bills will deal with
implementing the new district court
system. Legislators have asked for
them frhey don't agree on the whole
witl.4ie bills that will be offered by the
min is t ra ive Office of the Courts.
One big omnibus bill implementing
the court system will be offered by the
Administrative Office of the Courts and
another bill will consist of a bunch of
amendments to present statutes to
make them conform with the District
Court bill.
Some legislators want a district judge
in every county, but this. would cost
around $400,000 a year which is con-
sider_ed iqo much. Gov. Julian Carroll
has said the system will have to be
funded within available monies. He also
said he would veto any bill to increase
taxes.
The larger counties will require more
than one district judge while some of
the smaller counties will have to share
one judge. Commissioners will be
appointed in a county where a judge is
not located. Some legislators fear the
smaller counties may lose status if they
don't have a judge residing in the
county. One of the requirements in the
constitutional amendment approved by
the voters in 1975 is that the judge must
be a qualified attorney at law. Com-
missioners don't have to meet this
requirement.
The last recommendation of the in.
Judiciary-Courts Committee was
t hat 134 judges be elected, but this could
be changed since the subject is still
under discussion. The salary for the
judge will be $25,000 a year until 1980,
and then the salary moves tip to $27,500.
This is the present recommendation,
but it can be changed.
The new district judges. will run for
office in 1977 and take office in 1978.
They will replace county courts, police
courts, and magistrate courts.
All of the money collected in these
courts will go to the state, and some of it
is to be returned to the cities and
counties to make up for the revenue the
present courts produce. There will be
provisions for strict accounting of all
fines, fees and forfeitures.
Some observers believe the new court
system will produce more revenue than
the present system. They theorize there
By S. C. Van Curon
Letters To The Editor
Thanks
Dear Editor:
Thank you so much for the ad-







On behalf of the members of the
Humane Society of Calloway County, I
want to thank the Murray Ledger and
Times for the fine feature article about
the Society and its activities which
appeared in the November 10th edition
One of the most difficult problems
which a new civic organization faces in
attempting to provide a service to the
community is the problem of
recognition — letting the general public
know of the organization's existence
and the services it offers. Your splendid
coverage will go a long way toward
solving this problem and creating a
favorable image of the Society among
the public.
Special thanks should go to David Hill
for his fine photographs and his patient
persistence in tracking down the
animals and members alike and getting
them to hold still long enough for a
photo.
Sincerely,





When the president-elect came on
television twice on the day after
election, I was heartened to see a
change in his habitual expression. He
no longer put on the face of a man who
is struggling not to bite sbmebody.
will be less ticket fixing, a stricter
collection process, and more accurate
accounting of money taken in by the
court.
There is likely to be considerable
oratory in the special session over the
court bill or bills, but the system must
be established because the people
mandated it be done under the
amendment.
The argurneet that every county
should have a judge is just a bit
fallacious and an effort to hang on to the
past. Kentucky has had circuit judge
dis, ricts throughout most of its history,
and a judgeship covers more than two
counties in many instances..The circuit
court system has worked, and so will
the district court system.
• While the governor has not formally
issued his call for the special session, or
definitely set the number of topics to be
handled, there might be as many as 12
subjects, including the death penalty,
workmen's compensation insurance,
-the Jefferson County sewer bond issue,
no-fault insurance and some others.
However, the main focus of the
session will be on establishing the
district court system and designating
the districts.
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today isNonday, Nov. 15, the 320th
day of 1976. There are 46 daYs left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1777, the Articles of
Confederation were approved by the
American Continental Congress. The,
document was the law of the land until
the Constitution went into effect.
On this date:
In 1492, Christopher Columbus noted
in his journal the use of tobacco among
the Indians. It was the first recorded
reference to tobacco. •
In 1805, the Lewis and Clark ex-
pedition reached tie mouth of the
Columbia River after a long trek across
the West.
In 1806, Pike's Peak in Colorado was
discovered by the explorer, Zebulon
Montgomery Pike.
In 1889, the Republic of Brazil was
founded.
In 1935, Manuel Quzon was
inaugurated as the first president of the
Philippine Commonwealth. -
In 1969, 250,000 protestors against the
Vietnam War staged a peaceful
demonstration in Washington.
Ten years ago: An American com-
mercial cargo plane with seven tons of
mail crashed inside Communist East
Germany, killing all three crewmen.
Five years ago: Communist China,
making its first statement in the United
Nations General Assembly, demanded
that the U.N. reduce the influence of the
superpowers.
One year ago: President Ford
arrived in Paris for a six-nation summit
meeting on Western economic policy.
Today's birthdays: Diplomat Averell
Harriman is 85. Singer Petula Clark is
42.
Thought for today: "Gra* hair is a
sign of age, not of Wisdom." ancient
Greek proverb.
Bicentennial footnote: British forces
in New York were preparing to cross
the Harlem River and demanded that
the Americans surrender Fort
Washington. U.S. Colonel Robert
Magaw replied that he was fighting for
the most glorious cause that mankind
had ever fought for and was determined
to defend the post.
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a serice for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problem-
s—fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
Heartline: The bills from my doctor
shows the services he provides during
the entire year. I send these bills in
quarterly and the last two reports I've
received from Medicare have listed
some of these calls as "duplicate bills."
I've checked my records and found that
bills submitted for those dates were
previously reimbursed by Medicare.
Why does Medicare do this when they
have already paid the bills? J.D.
• Answer: You have filed what
Medicare carriers call a funning bill
ind unless you put a line- through
service i previously submitted, the
carrier is obliged to enter all items on
the bill into the computer to discover
which bills can be reimbursed. Before
mailing, you should help them by lining
out all services on the bill which were
previously mailed. For information on
how you can help your Medicare
carrier to process your Medicare
payment more quickly, and for a
complete understanding of the
10 Years Ago
Joe Garland, ADJ2 is now serving
aboard the USS Shangri La of the U. S.
Navy off the coast of Spain.
Norman A. Klapp of Murray was
elected vice-president of the Western
Kentucky District Postal Clerks at the
-meeting held at Mayfield.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Nora
Mae Rule, age 65, and Roy Rudolph,
age 80.
Ronnie Woods was the one inductee
for the November draft call from
Calloway County, according to Gussie
Adams of Local Board No. 10 of the
Selective Service.
Mrs. Jean Colson of Murray and J. B.
Colson of Franklin, Tenn., announce the
engagement of their daughter, Peggy
Jean, to Bobby Dwain Bazzell, son of
Mr. and' Mrs. Hubert Bazzell of Far-
mington Route One.
Mrs. Vernon Shown will be guest
soloist for the All-American Concert of
Phi Mu Alpha and Sigma Alpha Iota
fraternities at Murray State University
tonight. Conductors will be Dan
McDaniel and Alice Allen.
Medicare program, Hear tline has
developed a book called "Heartline's
Guide to Medicare." The book, which
also contains a sample Medicare claim
form with complete instructions for
filling it out, is easy to understand with
question-and-answer forms, and in
large print. It is completely guaran-
teed, with your money refunded if you
are not satisfied. To order send $1.50 to
Heartline's Guide to Medicare, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381. Please allow 30 days for delivery.
Heartline: There is not, a discount
drug store in our area. My husband and
I both must take expensive drugs
regularly. Do you know of any mail
order drug firms that are reliable? P.T.
Answer: We have recently gathered
information on mail order phar-
maceutical plans. For free information,
send a long, self-addressed stamped
envelope to Heartline Drug Plans, 114
E. Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
45381.
Heartline: -I applied-for-Supplemental
Security Income payments. I received
a notice from the Social Security
Administration stating that I am not
eligible for these benefits. I feel that
tiley have made a mistake. Is there
anything I can do about this? R.G.
;Answer: Yes. You have 30 days from
the date that you received your letter to
appeal the determination. You should
go to your Social Security office im-..
media tely and file this appeal.
20 Years Ago
The Murray Jaycees have organized
a Speak-Up Jaycee Course to be con-
ducted by James Edwards, a new
member, and manager of Friendly
Finance.
Betty Sue Ferguson, Janette
McDougal, Susanne McKinney, Don
Oliver, Sandra Outland, Linda Shelton,
Sandra Smith, Sue White, ' Judy
Culpepper, Carolyn Miles, Jackie
Washer, Betty Crutcher, Pat King,
Susan Evans, Dan Kemp, and Mary
Beth Robertson are members of the
sixth grade orchestra at Murray
Training School.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of the Murray
Woman's Club was elected and in-
stalled as recording secretary of the
First District Federation of Women's
Clubs at the 'meeting held at Kentucky
Dam State Park.
Births reported include a boy,
Michael Eugene, to Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Eugene Hicks on November 5.
Family Shoe Store is celebrating its
seventh anniversary in Murray with a
special sale, according to Glenn
Wooden, owner.
Bacon is advertised at 49 cents per
pound in the ad for Johnson's Grocery
this week.
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Let's Stay Well
Detect Breast Cancer Early
By FJ L Blasingame, M_D
Thousands of apparently heal-
thy women actually have un-
detected breast cancers. If diag-
nosed and treated early, many
would be Cured and would be
spared much suffering.
When such cancers go untre-
ated. they spread beyt., rid the
breast to vital organs and kill.
In other words, treatment of
early breast cancers is often
effective. Treatment of late
breast malignanaes is far leis
satisfactory.
Hence, much emphasis is
placed on public education. It is
important that breast cancer be
recognized as a common serious
disease. One of every 17 newborn
gills will develop breast cancer
Self-examination should be
more widely taught so that
wodien would make regular,
monthly examinations of their
breasts and report abnormal
findings (lumps and nipple dis-
charge) promptly to their doc-
tors „
Physicians, especially those
doing primary care, need to be
constantly on the alert to detect
early breast disease, including
breast cancer, ever vigilant in
an effort to assure early diag-
nosis and to al vise prompt treat-
ment
Judicious use of X-rays (mam-
mography) greatly aids in early
diagnosis of breast cancer by
showing up tissue changes
before they can be felt by physi-
cal examination T'hen, surgical
expla anon can be carried out
when indicated an that a sample
of timue can be examined under
the microscope. Mammography
is generally considered to be In-
dicated as a screening device for
women over 45 years of age and
in selected cases in younger
women.
Certain women are more
likely to develop breast cancer
(so-called high risks) and include
those who have:
-- A family history of breast
cancer (especially mother or
sister): Previous cancer in one
breast and prior breast disease:
-- Never had a baby:
— Late birth of first child (after
28th year); —
-- Early start and late ca-
tion of menstruation (hormonal
influence);
-- Regular use of certain
drugs.
The best hope of reducing the
disability and death toi: from
cancer of the breast a early
detection and prompt treatment.
Patient education and close
cooperation between the publir
and their physicians are essen-
tial
Q Mr. P.W. wants suggest ions
about handling a relative who
has become much more depen-
dent on family and friends since
she-had negative studies done in
the hospital to find why she does
not feel well.
A Your relative apparently is
anxious and insecure, perhaps in
part because she is uncertain
0-
about the cause of her illness.
She needs support by her physi-
cian. family and friends. A bit of
patience is indicated in handling
her. Encourage her to talk about
her anxieties. She may be a pa-
tient in whom the diagnosis is
not clear and could have a sig-
nificant illness which may later
become Manifest.
Q, Ms. 1-IN. requests testis-ma-
lion on the difference in life ex-
pectancy between white and
non whit e*Arnericans.
A. The latest figures available
are for 1974, and the difference
at that time-was 57 years with,
whites having a life expectancy:
of 72.7 years and nonwhites' 670
years_ These figures represent
considerable improvement over
those of 1900 when ithaes had an
expectancy of only 47.6 years
and nonwhites about 33.0 years.
The life expectancy gap between
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Construction To Begin Soon On Liquefaction Plant
By GEORGE W. HACKETT
CATLETTSBURG, Ky.
I AP) — Construction begins
within a few weeks on a 8200
'Nihon gamble: Can coal be
converted to a. liquitthat will
ease the nation's energy
shortage?
( SCHOOL )LuncH mEnu 
Menus for the week of
November 15-19 for the
Murray City Schools have
been released by Glinda
Jeffrey, Food Services
Director, who said they were
subject to occasional change.
They are as follows:
MURRAY MIDDLE —
Monday - corn dogs, buttered
potato, peaches, and coconut
macaroon; Tuesday - pizza,
mixed vegetables, pears, and
cookie; Wednesday - turkey
and gravy, creamed potatoes,
green beans, rolls, butter, and
jelly; Thursday - tacos, let-
tuce, tomatoes, cheese,
mexican beans, applesauce,
and peach dessert; Friday -
sloppy joe, corn, hawaiian
salad, and chocolate square. A
hamburger line is served
daily.
CARTER AND ROBER-
TSON — Monday - toasted
cheese sandwich, green peas,
mixed fruit, and cookie;
Tuesday - barbequed chicken,
creamed potatoes, green
beans, rolls, butter, and jelly;
Wednesday - spaghetti, tossed
salad, peaches, and cookie;
Thursday - hamburger, french
fries, slaw, and ice cream;
Friday - taco salad, mexican





Mrs. Shirley N. Hurt, 1004
Olive St., Murray, Miss
Vanessa D. Bucy; General
belivery, New Concord, Loyd
A. McClure, A-4 Fox
Meadows, Murray, Mrs.
Josephine Clements, R. R. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Mary R. Miller, R.
R. 1, Farmington, Miss
Cynthia A. Venable, R. R. 1
Cottage Grove, Tenn., Mrs.
Laura E. Dycus, 1613 Walnut
St., Murray, Mrs. Patricia M.
Copeland, 1017 Payne St.,
Murray, Billy E. Rollins, R.
R. 3 Murray, Ricky L. Melton,
507 S. 7th St., Murray, Mrs.
Annie M. Sims, 415 Cherry St.,
Murray, John D. Singleton, A-
2 Mobile Home Village,
Murray, Mrs. Shelly R.
Melson and Baby Girl, 1109
Elm St., Murray, Lenice E.
Fisk, 804 N. 16th St., Murray,
Mrs. Lottie M. Farris, 417 S.
10th St., Murray, Mrs. Connie
Mae Wood, R. R. 1 Far-
mington, Parvin Littleton,
Box 13, Hazel, Carl Jones, 411
S. 9th St., Murray, Mrs.
Blanche Lampkins, 912
Riggins St. Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Annie Burkeen ( expired), R.
R. 3 Murray, Mrs., Willie M.






delivered copy of The
Murray Ledger & Times by
3:30 p.m. flionday-friday or
by 3:30 p.m. ea Satertleys
ere griped to call 753-1116
between 3:30 p.m. mud 4
Illooday-friday, or
3:30 p.m. sad 4 p.m. Sato--
drys, to insure dertvery of
the newspaper. Calls Rat
be placed by 6 p.m. week-















- barbequed chicken on bun
and cookie; Tuesday - pizza
and cake; Wednesday -turkey
and gravy and ice cream;
Thursday - tacos and
chocolate cake; Friday -
vegetable soup and cookie.
Vegetables are not listed due
to large variety and a ham-
burger line is served daily.
Jack Swan thinks it can.
"We will have two years to
find out."
Swan is project manager for
the huge liquefaction plant
which will be erected on a 44-
acre cornfield.
"We're going tp..take . coal
and ebnvert it into a liquid
which can be further refined
into fuels, chemicals and other
products," he said.
But the first trickle of oil
won't appear until mid-1978.
-The cornfield has been
cleared and we're starting
construction shortly," he said.
"But it will take 18 months for
us to become operational."
We know the process
works," he continued. "We
want to find out if liquefaction
can be done cheaply enough to
go commercial with the idea."
Swan sometimes feels there
are 16 bosses watching ostAr
his shoulder.
. He is employed by Ashland
Oil, Int., one of the private
firms putting up monex foi the
experiment. Other financing
is coming from Standard Oil of
Indiana, the Electric Power
Research Institute, the state
of Kentucky and the federal
government, which is con-
tributing two-thirds of the cost
Of building and operating the
pilot project.
"All of them will share in
the information that we
collect, and all will be in on the
patent rights," said Swan.




This will be the largest such
Operation ever attempted in
America. During World War
II, the Germans made ex-
tensive use of coal in
producing synthetic gasoline
and other fuels to run the Nazi
war machine when regular
petroleum supplies were cut
off.
Swan, who has a temporary
office a few miles from here,












600 tons of coal a day through
the plant. And for each ton of
coal that you imput, you get
about three barrels of oil."
The oil will be submitted to
various tests and "could wind
up in a gasoline plant, or as a
petrochemical, or as a high
quality fuel oil for boilers."
The plant isn't intended to
be a money-making venture,
but Swan said "we will be
spending two years learning
what uses can be made of Mile
coal once it has been changed
into a liquid."
He said the United States
has more than a 200-year
supply of coal, and "think
What it will mean tolls if that
coal can be changed into other
sources of energy.
"We would never have to
worry again about another
country clamping a boycott on
U.S."
Is this a better system than
nuclear energy plants?
-That repair's to be seen,"
Swan replied. ',It may prove
to be more economical, more
feasible, and safer."
Swan contends that
pollution problems will be
eliminated even when high
sulfur coal is fed into the
plant.
He said Ashland was picked
to run the facility because "we
have a large number of people
who are qualified in this field.
A coal company might have
some competent people to do
the job, but they aren't as
equipped as we are."
The plant will have 240
technicians, some from
Ashland and others recruited
from other firms. •
Swan started with Standard
Oil of Indiana approximately
135 years ago, later joined
Northwestern Refinery Co. in
St. Paul, and when it , was
acquired by Ashland-Oil, he
came along.
-All my life, I've wanted to
prospect for oil," he said.
"Now, I'm getting the chance
in a different way."
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Avoid the Last Minute
Rush Shop While The
Selection Is Complete!
-WI






















Two watts of input power for range. Thiee channel capability
makes it a natural for network setups including monitoring at
home. FCC license is required.
• 2 watts minimum DC transmit input power •3-channel capability:
CB Channel 14 crystal complement is included • Front panel access
to change crystal • Top-mounted Volume and Squelch controls
• Slide-type channel selector • Separate internal microphone ahd
speaker • Foam padding around speaker • Light-emitting diode
(LED) for battery check • External power jaCk for 12 VDC car power
or AC house current (adapter opt.) • Operates on 8 ."AA" batteries
(not inc l.) • Detachable battery magazine .• Jacks for optional: ear-
phone, and external anienna-c-Adjuotabte shoulder strap 0- Tele-





















Rugged service, 100mw communicator dasigned_tor non-
license use Instrument styling ... allows easy access to both
battery and crystal through snap-on front compartment cover.
• Two channel capability one pair of crystals for CB channel 14
included • Superheterodyne receiver circuit • Squelohs control
• Volume control • Light-emitting diode (LED) lights up when
battery level is low • Jacks for optional accessories • Becei‘ie alert
system for initiating calls • Front-mounted : cionipartment for 9-volt
battery (not incl ) and two pair or crystals (one Pat{ incl ) • Distinctive
Transmit and Receiver indicator • Telescoping 39' ,chrome antenna












































An unusual designed commu-
nicator for work or fun . .
camping, fishing, hunting. No
Menge -reiii-ed."
• Power On Off volume control
• Telescoping 36'' chrome antenna
• Side-mounted transmit control
• Visual transmit indicator • Rear-
mounted carry strap • Front-mounted
compartment for 9-volt battery (not











3-5961 (single un '
•
No license required Great ag-
round communicator for -fun
outd6ors.
• Compact size deal 'or small hands
• Morse code Me, and alphabet
• Operates on CB c'arr'el 14 • Easy-
to-use -Push-to-Taik trigger • Power
saver On Off control • Teleic'opinV
21" whip antenna wIth high visibility
color coded tip • Sensitive super-
regenerative receiver •.Operzttes on
9-volt 'battery not incl • Color












Wake Up to Music on FM or
AM to start the day right
7-4501
A clock radio that's compact in
size, moderate in price ... and
dependable for fine Wake-to-
Music performance on FM or
AM.
• wake-to-Music • Big, easy-to-read
clock face • Slide-rule radio dial
with FM/AM band indicator • Built-in
AFC on FM reduces drift • 4" dy-
namic speaker • Automatic Volume
Control • Cabinet with fully molded
back • Polystyrene in rich walnut
grain finish




68 Track Tape Player
•AM/FM, FM Stereo





















G-E MODEL 9-710 DUO MODE 8-1kACk STEREC
ROTARY CONTROL SELECTS AM, FM, PM t,TERFo, .A: ,
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We Guarantee All Our Merchandise and Replace It If You Are Not Satisified!
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Ernie Whitsett, of Salem, welcomes conservation —
district supervisors to Western Kentucky, for their an-
nual. meeting, at lake Barkley State Resort Lodge.
Ernest Whitsett Named
Officer dr Association
Ernest B. Whitsett, of
Livingston County, is one of
the new generation of leaders
in the conservation
movement, in Kentucky.
Whitsett, a young insurance
executive, of Salem, Ken-
ocky, and a supervisor of the
Livingston County Con-
servation District, was elected.
Secretary and Treasurer of
the Kentucky Association of
Conservation Districts, at
their recent 4meeting, at
Barkley Lodge.
A native of Princeton,
Kentucky, he does not have a
farm background, and has no
active interest in farming. He
does have a deep concern for
Kentucky's natural resources.
He is secretary of the Pen-
nyrile Resource Conservation
and Development RC&D
Area Council. He, also, serves
on the Board of Directors of





noted and observed by
Whitsett. In his travels
throughout Kentucky, ac-
cording to Mrs. Whitsett, the
former Nellie Mae Maddux, of
Livingston County, Whitsett
recognizes every piece of
conservation along the roads.
"He points out many of the
things that need to be done, as
we travel, when we ,are on
vacation or business trips to
different sections of the
state."
"Whitsett is a man who gets
things done," was the way he
was described by one of his
neighbors, in Livingston
tounty. He was elected to the
Livingston County Con-
servation Districi• Board of
Supervisors in 1973. He was
elected Director of Area I, in
1974. He was active in
organizing and expanding the
boundaries, of the Pennyrile
RC&D area, and has been





Supervisors 'and Directors of
the Kentucky Association
serve without pay. During the
past year, it is estimated that
Whitsett gave 410 hours of his
time in furthering the con-
,serva t ion effort.
Calloway County Board of
Supervisors are members of
the Kentucky Association of
Conservation Districts.
Members of the Calloway
County Board of Supervisors
attending the State Con-
vention • at Barkley Lodge




News Notes For Farmers
By GARY HUDDLESTON
Meat for the Holidays is the
theme of a statewide
promotional campaign kicked
off recently by Kentucky
Farm Bureau.
The farm organization is
asking Kentuckians — and
especially livestock producers
— to buy meat gift certificates
for people on their gift lists at
Thanksgiving and Christmas.
The, certificates are available
through a number of grocery
outlas, including most large
chains and several local in-
dependent food retailers.
Farmers who produce
livestock should take the lead
in buying the certificates,
according to Bob Wade, KFB
president. There's no more
direct way to promote con-
sumption of meat than for
farmers to buy meat for the
people On their Christmas
shopping lists, Wade said.
A second group being
targeted for the certificate
sales campaign are large
employers around cities and
towns. Participating county..
Farm Bureau leaders have
been urged to contact factory
managers in their area about
the possibility of giving meat
to their employees.
Wade said most livestock
prices are currently ,in an
unfavorable position, a fact
which should eve Impetus to
the gift certificate campaign.
Hams, choice steaks or
poultry would make practical,
.nutritious gifts for just about
everybody, he noted.
And our program has just
one main goal — to get people
to eat more meat," Wade said.
Defeat in California of a
union-sponsored farm labor
referendum Nov. 2 may be a
good omen for farmers in
Kentucky and other states.
The measure, known as
Proposition 14, would have
allowed union organizers
blanket access to farm
property and proposed giving
several other advantages to
farm unionization efforts by
the Teamsters and Cesar
Chavez' United Farm
Workers Union.
While the proposal dealt
only with California, farm
BIG on power,
BIG on comfort
A Steiger tractor is a very special tractor
Especially designed for getting the lob
done fast and efficiently Come in and
check over !he features—test drive one,
if you like
See for yourself —big power handling
ease and comfort There are nine models,
eight engine choices-210 up to 325 hp
Pressurized 2-door Safari cab is stand-
ard on roust models Heater air condi-
tioner and AM. FM stereo radio and tape
deck gre standard to There's never
berm a !Inc up of tour-wheel-drive trac-
!ors iike the new Steiger tractcrs—Wild-
cal, Bearcat Cougar and Panther
Stop in and check out the big value in










251 H.P. IS ON THE
WAY!
WITH THE SAME FEATURES
AS THE PANTHER 310-320-
325 SERIES THAT WE STOCK.
I 
NOTICE
CHECK FOR DETAILS ON THE
STEIGER WAIVER OF INTEREST PROGRA
WHICH IS BEING OFFERED
FOR A LIMITED TIME
• 855 CUBIC INCH CUMMINS TURBO-CHARGED ENGINE
• SHIPPING WEIGHT 26,000 LBS.
1111 STEIGER TRACTOR INC.
TOMMY'S EQUIPMENT CO.
OPEN AT 7:30 MONDAY THRU SATURDAY
PHONE 247-6020 OR PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION -121 & SEDALIA ROAD - MAYFIELD, KY.
labor analysts are saying the
2-million-plus vote ' defeat
there will set back Chavez
announced plans to expand
unionization efforts to farms
in other states.
Opposition to the initiative
was so widespread that it was
generally considered
responsible for the defeat of
Sen. John Tunney and the loss
of California by President-
elect Jimmy Carter. Both said
they favored Proposition 14.
The vote would also have an
impact on the AFL-CIO's
announced intention to seek
repeal, through Congressional
action, of Section 14-B of the
Taft Hartley Act which allows
states to enact right-to-work
laws.
Although the farrn labor
controversy, primarily in-
volving Chavez and the UFW
has not touched Kentucky, the
state's larger tobacco farms
and the growing fruit and
vegetable industry could
eventually attract the at-




requirements aye . causing
.some chemical companies to
withdraw needed products
from the market, rather than
wage lengthy battles to get
them approved.




losses if alternatives to
_cancelled products cannot be
found. •
A recent report by the
American Farm Bureau cited
cancellation of two widely
used cotton insecticides by
CIBA-GEIGY and NOR-AM as
evidence of a growing trend:
Next year's cotton crop, if hit
by a budworm infestation,
could be endangered as a
result, the report said.
The basic problem, AFB
reported, is the complex
registration and reregis-
tration procedures man-
dated by the Environ-
mental Protection Agency.
Such procedures, on the
average, require 66 toxicology
tests, 40 general chemical
tests, 32 environmental in-
vestigations, three to seven
years lead time and costs of up
to $10 million to register a new
product.
In - addition, the legal
requirements that EPA
register or reregister all
existing or new chemical
coppounds by October. 1977
basso overloaded the system
that ft may have already
broken down.
Of the 35,000 existing
compounds to be reregistered
in the next 12 months, only 60
were completed by Oct. 1.
Only 14 new products were
registered between July 1975
and April 1976, even though
applications from over 100
new products per week were
beingoreceived by EPA prior
to this time.
• With so many fancy dishes to
prepare for that traditional
Thanksgiving dinner, hostesses
will appreciate this quick and
easy appetizer suggestion from
the home economists for Union
Carbide. Prepare 1 package
spaghetti sauce mix according
to label directions. Add 1%
pounds skinless cocktail franks
and heat. Serve from chafing













Kent McCuiston, on of Mr.
and Mrs. W. D. McCuiston,
Route 4, Murray, Ky. and
advisor of the Hampshire
chapter, was one of 50 FFA
advisors from across the slate
of Illinois who attended a state
workshop for beginning FFA
advisors in Springfield
October 29-30. The third an-
nual workshop acquainted the
advisors with the total FFA
program in Illinois, involved
panel discussions, rules,
procedures, and answered
many questions that first year
FFA advisors encounter.
The workshop was con-
ducted by many outstanding
resource personnel from all
facets of the FFA, including
Tom Wiles, State Advisor;
Eldon Witt, Executive
Secretary; Larry Melhouse,
I AVAT President; Jim




Super potatoes with higher
ti: -in content are expected to
he ready for commercial grow-
er- vi the next three to five
Breeding stock from South
America, where potatoes were
first known, is currently being
-- •!Ised by Minnesota plant scien-
tist7:4-Q develop the new varie-
ties: -,-,... ' - --
While the-- rage tuber hasti
a protein con t of about five
percent, scientists hope to
double this amount-.„through
selective breeding processes.
, At the same time they.:ke
sceking to develdp plants thatk.
will be adaptable-. to '' this cli-
mate with yields •coibparable
to varieties now grown.
By crossing parent potatoes
whose protein-Content is about
20 percent with a variety adapt-
ed to Minnesota environments,
scientists have already pro-
duced potatoes with about 10,1
percent protein. Commonl
grown varieties now have 1r . .
allimt 5 percent protei
Potatoes already r k second





President of the- National
Vocational Agriculture
Teachers Association; and the
four major State FFA officers.
Several successful FFA ad-
visors from throughout Illinois
also helped explain and in-
struct throughout the con-
ference.
Brian Elsasser, State FFA
President, addressed the
Friday evening session and
encouraged the advisors to
motivate their students to
become outstanding FFA
members and improve their
local chapters.
•
Kent McCuigon, advisor of the Hampshire (III.) FFA
chapter, talks with Brian Elsasser, Illinois FFA President at
the Workshop for Beginning PEA Advisors in Springfield.
toes' total yield per
so much higher, how-
scientists Say doubling
ir protein content would
give them a higher protein yield
per acre than that of soybeans.
The development promises to
provide better nutrition not
only in fresh potatoes but also




and get a double slide
door free.
a
Here's the best deal in Butler Farmsted
history. Buy any all-steel Farmsted building now
and get a double slide door. Free.
While the offer lasts, let us show you a
Butler fermsted building. And at the same time,
give you details on how you get a free slide door
when you buy an all-steel Farmsted.
Call us today. Let's
get together on the best QIUTL
EO
deal in Farmsted history. AORI-BUILDER
Keith Nays - 489-2488 Oilis Anderson - 753-5448
Hillman Coles Const. Co.
Murray, Ky. 502 753-3897
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The Incomparable Potato
ATLANTA, Ga. - Over the
years, potatoes have been
maligned, praised, prized,
shunned, used and abused.
They're still with us as one of
,he most popular foods eaten,
and the per capita con-
sumption keeps holding high.
This says something about the
potato's survival ability-and
it may say something about its
good taste and nutrition.
Fall potato harvest is
nearing completion in all
major potato...Owing areas,
and a record crop is a cer-





Marketing Service say the
total will reach 299.8 Milli0T-1-
hundredweight. The size of
this crop is more than enough
for. dornestic use with an
abundance left o'er for ex-
port
Retail prices are down from
last year, and bargains are,
available across the country
as you can see by scanning
food ads. It is not unusual to
see potatoes in sacks of 20
pounds this year, ancitaalow
as 6-7 cents a pound.
When buying potatoes, look
for those that are clean, firm
and smooth with regular
shape. Avoid potatoes with
wilted or sprouted skins, soft
dark areas, cut sbilaces or a
green appearance., Greening
is caused by _ exposure to
natural or artificial light.
Sometime only- the skin is
affected, biit greening may
penetrate the flesh as well. If
so, it will create a bitter
flavor. If potatoes smell
musty or moldy, flavor may
also be affected.
Potatoes are a hardy
vegetable for hearty ap-
petites, but they are delicate
enough to be bruised easily at
any time, from the point of
digging to your own storage
bin. Handle them gently.
Before storing, set aside any
that are bruised or cracked,
and use them first.
Do not wash potatoes before
you store them. Dampness
increases the likelihood of
decay. Do not refrigerate
them. They should be stored in
a cool, dark place with ven-
tilation where, ideally, the
temperature is between 45-50
degrees fahrenheit.
If stored, at room tem-
perature, they should be used
as soon as possible. High
temperatures Can result in
sprouting and shriveling.
Potatoes stored below 40
degrees for a week or more
may develop a sweet taste as
the lower temperatures_will
cause the starch to turn to
sugar.
 Grade levels on potato sacks
mean good quality. Under
USDA supervision, federal-
state inspectors grade the
potatoes at various shipping
points about the country.
Grading is done on a voluntary
basis except where required
by state law or a federal
marketing order. Grades
indicate appearance and
physical qualities such as
shape and size and provide
some protection against
serious defects
USDA inspeci offers ad
third-party
evaluation of potatoes and
establishes what the quality is
at the time of shipment, both
for sales purposes and for





If your death occurs before
your individual retirement ac-
count is returned to you, your ac-
count must be included in your
gross estate for Federal estate
tax purposes. No special estate or
gift tax treatment is available for
amounts in an IRA.




terms of a contract. Some
packers find official in-
spection valuable as a quality
control tool.
In its long and colorful
history, the potato has had an
uphill battle shooting_ down
myths. The latest myth that
has been laid to rest is that the
potato is a fattening food.
Nutritionists have dispelled
this by spreading the facts of
the actual calorie count - 90
in an average size potato -
and placed the high calorie
blame where it belongs, on the
dollops of _gravy or the butter
heaped upon it.
If you're interested in
lowering cholesterol or cutting
calories and still benefitting
from all the good things
about potatoes, here's a
delicious tempting dish,
blissfully low in calories for
your good eating:
ALPIN POTATO 
CASSEROLE -4 cups cooked
cubed potatoes, 1,4 teaspoon
salt, 1 cup plain yogurt, Dash
garlic powder, 1 cup low fat
cottage cheese.
In non-stick 9-inch square
baking pan, combine all
ingredients. Bake at 350
degrees for 30 minutes or until
hot and bubbly.






cattle, hog, and -poultry
production activities will be
the target of a major
Department , of Agriculture
survey in late November and
early December.
Special attention will center
on how much wheat acreage
was seeded this fall following
a larger-than-usual crop in
1976 and very dry planting
conditions inmany areas this
season. The survey, conducted
here by the Kentucky Crop
and Livestock Reporting
Service, will produce an
estimate of State and national
acreage as a guide to 1977
production.
Jim Koepper, Statistician in
Charge of the Kentucky Crop
and Livestock Reporting
Service, explained that the
survey will rely on the
cooperation of a.- represen-
tative sample of producers.
Farmers will be asked about
numbers of cattle, hogs, and
chickens, -and how many pigs
and calves are planned for
early 1977. All information
collected from individuals in
personal interviews, by
telephone, and mail
questionnaires will be kept
confidential and only State
and national.' sununaries will
be published.
The estimates will be a
significant information aid to
producers and others
associated with agriculture as
they map out their farm plans
for the next several months.
The estimates of winter wheat
acreage and hogs will he
available to the public on
December 22; poultry in-
formation, Januafy 72; and
cattle,,data on February 2.
• 
Buy New Ford Tractors & Implements
NO INTEREST UNTIL MARCH, 1977 
1st Payment January, 1978
Here are a few customer advantages -
• Interest Free - Use equipment six months at Ford's ex-
pense • Take Advantage - Of year-end investment tax credit •
Beat Inflation - Buy at this year's prices, Pay with next year's
dollars • Use - Present equipment equity as down payment
BUY NOW AND SAVE
At
GARDNER FORD TRACTOR
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100 Bushels Per Acre
Kentucky's 1976 corn crop is
expected to total a record 134
million bushels - 53 per cent
-above 1975 arid -1 percerli
above the October I forecast.'
The 1976 crop exceeds the
previous record of 95.24
million bushels produced in
1948. Yield is expected to
average a record 100 bushels
per acre - 23 bushels above
1975 and 14 bushels above the
previous record yield set in
1972. The increased Produc-
tion from -last year is at-
tributed to an 18 percent
larger acreage for grain anda
30 'percent higher yield.
Harvest is 34 complete,
slightly behind both last year
and the average for the Oast 5
years. The size of this year's






in Kentucky forecast at 441.8
million pounds is 2 percent
above 1975 and I percent
above the October 1 forecast.
Yield is expected to average
2,350 pounds per acre from
188,000 acres. Stripping of the
crop is active with 28 percent
of the crop already stripped -
ahead of both last year and the
5-year average. Qtiality of she
crop is good and yields,
although varied by area, are




• Kentucky, forecast at 26.3
Million bushels, is 17 percent
below 1975, but uni:hanged
from the October 1 forecast.
Yield is expected to average
25 bushels per acre. 11.*
bushels below last year. Acres
for harvest at 1,050,000 acres
are the smallest since 1972.
Dry weather during August
and early freeze damage
reduced yield potential on late
double-cropped acreage.
Reporters indicate that up to 5
percent of the late bean crop
will not be harvested due to
freete damage.
Dark Tobacco Prospects
Kentucky's type 22, fire-
cured tobacco produc, in is
forecast at 9.9 million pounds
.- 13 percent above 1975 and 9
percent above. Oc;obti- 1.
Yield is expected to a•.-erage
Type 36, Green River output
forecalt at 4.7 million pounds
is 7 percent above 1975 and 1
percent above October 1.
Yie.d is expected to average
1,775 pounds - 50 pounds
below 1975, but 25 pounds
above the October 1 forecast.
Acreage is estimated at 2,650
acres.
United States Crop .
• Production Highlights
-Corn Production is forecast
at a record 6,063 million
bushels as of November 1, up 3
percent (198 million bushels)
from October 1 and 5 percent
above 1975.
Soybean Production,
forecast at - 1,252 million
bushels, is virtually un-
changed from a month earlier
but 18 percent below last year.
All Tobacco Production is
forecast at 2,071 million
pounds, 'up 21 million pounds
from October 1 but 5 percent
below the 1975 crop. Flue-
cured production is down 8
percent and !he burley crop is
down 1 percent from last year.
Burley production. is
estimated at .634 million
pounds watt an average -yield
of 2,272 pounds. Tape 22
production at 25.7 million
pounds, yield of 1,687. TYPe.2.1
production of 6.2 million, yield
of 1,495 pounds. Type 35
production - 11.1 million,
. yield - 1,673 pounds.
Sorghum Grain Production
is forecast at 731 million
bushels, up 2 percent 17
million bushels from a month
earlier bui. 4 percent less than
he 1975 cr(p.
1. New Crop Strains CalledKey To Bigger Food Supply
crop varieties appears t(, ,ine
of the best ways to m, rease
'world food output, accord :c1.4 Ao
a Georgia scientist.
Glenn W. Burton of UsDA's
Agricultural Research service
at the University of Georgia
says pests cause the lo,s of 30
,percent of the wor.kd's food
supply.
He advocates a crith cam-
paign by plant breeders to dis-
cover new crop strains which
.1
Development of pest resIstant better rcsi.-,t attai K., by insects
and disease and also are more
tolerant of drouth ,
The scentit told the recent
World t biltid Conference in-
Ames, Iowa, he does not believie
there wkll be widespread famine
or starvation in this centUry.
However. Burton said farm-
ing methods must be changed
to prepare for the mounting
PoRulations which will demand
greater food supplies after the
year 2000.
No-Tillage Method Replacing
Others As Erosion Control
By Jenny Pulliam strips of plowed and unplowed
FRANKFORT, Ky. - land descent the hiaide,"
Farming in Kentucky isn't said Sommers, "givirill 'the
what it used to be. According land the look of ,a topographic
-to the state division of con- map. The grass of the un-
serve tion, the no-tillage plowed portion Slows the
method of erosion control is water as it flows down the hill
replacing other conservation and catches the soil particles
practices used in farming. in it'." The most recent
Some soil conservationists estimate , available from the
say no-tillage is the best conservation division in-
erosion control found so far. dicates that the state's total
Bob Sommers, who is a soil contour strip cropping is
scientist with the division of 35,987 acres.
conservation in the Kentucky Several crops including
Department for Natural corn, iobacco, soybeans,i
Resources and Environmental sorghtuit and truck crops,
Protection, is one who agrees. such as: cucumbers and
He said that crop yield with peppers, can be grown using
the method is slightly higher the_ no-tillage method, sot-n-
and' cost per aetv less than niers explained that'one result
with conventional tilling of the method, especially for
practices, such as terracing . truck .crops- is a -cleaner-
and contour strip cropping_ product-,when rains, the .
Kentucky conservation -Mild won't splash on the
-districts_first___usecl_ vegetables 
"Another farfhers and
1750 pounds per acre - 25
pounds below last year, but
unchanged from last month.
The 1976 crop was harvesed
front 5:650'aCres.
Type -----21;7. Tire-cured
production' is Terecast at -5.6
million _pounds - 17-percent
above 1975 and 7 percent
above Qc_tober 1. Yield is
expected to average 1,500
pounds - 30 pounds below last
year arid 25 pounds below last
month. Acreage is now
estimated at 3,700 acres.
Type 35, One Sucker
conservationists utilize the no-
tillage method," Sommers
added, "is for pasture
renovation. Using a single
disc, a farmer makes a furrow
the width of a pencil and drops
seed and fertilizer into it.
:Because._the sod isn't broken,
there's less erosion making it
a better way to renovate
pastures.
The farmer gains other
advantages with the no-tillage
practice, such as spending
less time in cultivation and
putting more acres . into
production, he said. -
Additional information on
how to reduce or prevent
erosion is available by con-




Protection, Pine Hill Plaza.
Kent ucky-49601.
ming an estimarett 150,000
acres. Sommers pointEck. out
acres inin79471, atn d 'the progress Reported In
estimated notillage acreage
grew to 1.5 million acres by
the end'Of June, 1975.
Sommers explained the no- 
Cholera_.
Eradication
,illage method: "A farmer
initiating the process begins . l ,
by 'spraying herbicide on the MIAMI, Fla. - Although Se Plant Health Inspection •
existing ground -"toyer.. The there -are no areas in the -grvice I APHIS) defined the
plant growth dies lean* a country Wider quarantine for 'high risk areas as thosestates - - -
mulch of dead plant material, hog cholera, the, U: S. which had outbreaks of hog
Seed planting is accomplished Department of Agriculture, cholera during 1976. Those_
by use of a no-till planter LUSDA) has been  urged to states are New Jerse_y, 
%ilia utilizes a coater, a-kind _maintain „a: high  _leve_i, 4,4 'At...sly+. -4,pits,_13.hodelsland.--
of plow, to open a narrow band
of soil of sufficient width and,
depth for proe . seed ger-,
mination. At the rear of the
planter is a packer wheel that
covers the seed." '
• By using aground cover this
way, 4ortimers said, the
farn;tet: helps retain moisture
for his crops and reduces the
production is expected to total-- erosion on his land. The thick
8.5 million pounds. - 18 per- mat of dead plalit cover keeps
cent above 1975 and -ercent down the weed_ growth and
above the October 1 forecast. when the crop grows, it
Yield at 1,650 pounds per acre doesn't have to compete with
is 50 pounds below 1975 and 25 the weeds. After using the
pounds 'below a month ago. method for about five years,
The crop was harvested from the farmer must cultivate 
the
5,150 acres land to break up the dead roots
under the ground'.
According to Sommers, a
farmer who uses terracing as
an erosion control builds up
humps of land - each with a
gentle 12 degree slope. Those
humps of land - by breaking
the water as it comes down off
the bill - slow it to revent' the
soil from being carried along
with it. Although the method
was used prevalently by
farmers in the 1930's' and
1940's, the amount of terracing
has decreased in recent years.
"The- 'latest 'annual record
for parallel terracing done in
Kentucky," continued Som-
mers, "showed 108,819 feet of
land using the method, while
gradient terracing, which
follows a slope, contour,
covered 11,692,243 feet during
that same period."
The soil scientist said that
when contour strip cropping is
used, the farmer plants the
seeds in steeper slopiog
ground. "Alternating 10-foot
surveillance for the disease in
high risk areas for at least a
year:
The necessity -ler a high
level of surveillance was
urged by the Secretary of
Agriculture's Hog Cholera
Advisory committee au a
, meeting held Nov. 8 at Miami
during the annual meeting of
the U. S. Animal Health
Association.
' Officials of USDA's Animal
New Hampshire and Texas.
The last confirmed out-
breaks of hog cholera were
July 17 in Worcester County,
, Mass., and ?iug. 1 in Cape May
County, N. . J. Surveillance
teams of veterinarians and
animal health technicians are
inspecting all herds in the high
risk areas two or more' times
ench manth with certain high




Murray s fastest unloading facilities
Buyers of
CORN • SOYBEANS *WHEAT
Distributors Of
Wayne Feed DeKalb Seed Corn
Ky. Registered and Certified
Soybean Seed
Direct teletype continually reports Chicago Board
of Trade and Prices of Corn, Soybeans and Wheat
FARMERS GRAIN
AND SEED CO.
Railroad Ave. Murray, Ky. 753-3404








ALLIS-CHALMERS AND NEW IDEA DEALER
PARIS. TILININSS. M.: FRANK COLE
PHONIC 041.1242 OWNER: JIM AUSTIN
Service is Our Business
A
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fate. .
-In the- only other league
game last weekend; Middle
Tennessee blasted East
Tennessee, 3-3, out of the title
chase 34-13. In non-conference
'games, Akron kept its NCAA
Division II playoff hopes alive
by defeating Western Ken-




In Saturday's linal round of
conference ,aclion, Motehead
visits Eli-stern Kentucky,
W rn Kentucky calls on
Murray, East Tennessee hosts
Austin Peay . and Middle
Tennessee is at Tennessee
Tech. '
Gary Perdue ran for one
ALL-AROUND COWBOY-George Meismer of UTM was chosen as the All-Around Cowboy for
his performance over the weekend in the rodeo. Meismer won two individual titles and placed
third and fourth in two other divisions.
Eastern's Only Task
Is To Beat Morehead
By The Associated Press
Eastern Kentucky will be
shooting for its second Ohio
_ Valley. Confezence football
---t-le_in.t.hree2yeArs_when the
Colonels close their regular
season Saturday against •
cellar-dwelling Morehead.
Eastern Kentucky, 5-1 in the
OVC, won at least a share of
ihe league title with a 28-14
win over Tennessee Tech two
weeks ago and can claim the
crown outright by defeating
its Appalachian neighbor.
Tennessee Tech, 4-2, kept
itself mathematically in the .
race Iasi weekend by bombing
Austin Peay• 31-13, but the
Golden Eagles, who shared
he title with Western •Ififn-
touchdown and passed 25
yards to Craig Rolle for
another as Tech dropped
Austin  feay_imsta_lhreer_wo
tie _for the cellar . with Middle 
Tennessee and Morehead.
Each is now 2-4 in the league.
Murray Cunningham, who
kiclted a 38-yard field goal and
four extra points, established
an OVC kick conversion




records with 219 yards against
East Tennessee and 2,577 for
his career. Moore scored on a
one-yard run while Ricky
Davis passed for a pair of
touchdowns.
iucky last _ season,, are no Dave Muter scored a pair of
-longer masters of their own touchdowns as opportunistic
Akron ended Western
Kentucky's 19-game home
winning streak. The loss




In his Bill start, Bar-
tholomew completed 15 of 23
Itites for 285 yqds and two
scores, but Aluat managed
four interceptions and sacked
Bartholomew for a safety.
Larry Washington scored a
pair -of., touchdowns and
established a school single-
season rushing record of 1,058
yards as UT-Martin won its
fourth game in as many starts
against OVC competition.
Washington scored' on runs of
12 and 1 yards while.-rushing
for 84 yards.
Clay Bla lack's 14th in-
terception of the season set up
y___Utin's_fir%  touchdown 
and his  _punt return to
Morehead's 29 paved the way
for the second score and the
rout was on.
In other games involving
Kentucky schools,' Ron Pin-
chback fired a school-record
six touchdown passes as
Georgetown outkored Gar-
dner Webb 80-41, Alabama
State converted four Kentucky
State error into scores in
defeating the Thorobreds 24-7,
and Kenyon spoiled Centre's
finale by walloping the
Colonels 28-0. "-
Pinchback completed 23 of
33 passes_tor 300-yards_but he
wasn't the only- offtnsive star
for the Tigers in the record-
se t 'game. Rubin McIntyre
abtished a school record
with 243 yards in 21 darries
and extended his season
rushing mark to 1,176 yards.
He ran 70 and 92 yards for
touchdowns .and took a pass
fscromPinchback ,for anotherre.
Alabama State gained just
127 offensive yards bui,scored
enough- points With Kentucky
State errors to overcome its
offensive - problems. Cody
Keene -fell-on a blocked punt in
the end zone for the first
touclidow_n and fumble
recoveries Set up Don Calvin's





• These charming patterns that graced many of the
homes during the Federal Pericd of our history can
he seen today at Old Sturbridge Village in Massachusetts.
We are proud to say yap can see the authentic
reproductions and adaptations by Waverly right here in
our decorative fabrics department. Now they are yours
t4;i enjoy in your own home-as draperies, slipeovers,
bedspreads and upholstery.
Come in and see the entire collection.
Al! modestly priced and Scotchgard" protected against
soils and stains.
Hancock Fabric
Cardinal Point Shopping Center - Paducah, Ky. .
Red-Hot Steelers Win Again,





Pittsburgh Steelers are the
owners of some pretty im-
pressive statistics.
-They haven't allowed a
touchdown in five games.
-After allowing 110 points
in the first five games of the
season, they have allowed
only nine points in the past
five.
-They have outscored their-
opponents 132-9 in the past five
games.
-They hadn't given up a
point in 15 quarters, including
three consecutive shutouts,
until Miami's Garo
Yepremian kicked a field goal
in the third quarter of Sun-
day's 14-3 Steeler victory.
But the Steelers also must
face some pretty depressing
realities.
Playing perhaps the best
football in the NFL now, they
still could miss the playoffs
and a chance for a third
straight Super Bowl, trailing
--antInnattby-two-gainetrinthe-
Ametian Conference
Division with a 6-4 record.
And, for the, second time this
season, quarterback-Terry--
Bradshaw is injured.
In the first quarter against
Miami, Bradshaw sprained
his right wrist. Although. X
rays were negative, Bradshaw
said he didn't know/ how long
he would besuar.
• edtning off a real
serious injury, and then
Athlete Suspended
LONDON -( AP) - The
International Amateur
Athletic - Federation has
suspended for life the Olympic
high hurdles champion Guy
Drut of France following his
recent admission he received
illegal payments to run,
British newspapers reported
Monday.
They said Paulen added that
Drut will be allowed to keep
the gold medal he won in the
110 meters at the Montreal
Olympics becaue he took no
money belt:we winning.
Drut, 25, admitted in in-
terviews that he received-
appearance Money in a
number 59(__ track and field
compeirtiOns. '
, IAAF officials said the
decision to ban brut was
'very -sad," but necessary in
order to let the world see that
something is being done about
amateurs on the take.
However, in France, Drut
said in a radio interview that
he was "untroubled" by the







Fearless Foursome 22 6
Born Losers 20 8
Funky Monbes... .. la 10
Misfits  .. 15 13
Hoary Toads 11 17
The Seldoms .   10 18
The Truckers 8 20
Untouchables - 8 20
High Team Game I SC .
Misfits  623
Born Losers  575
Funky Monkies  573
Fearless Foursome  573
High Team Game I MC
Misfits  791
Seldoms 772
Funky Monkies r 766
High Team Series 1SC
Fearless Foursome  1663
Born Losers  1648
1647Horny Toads 
High Tearii Series HC
Horny Toads ........ . , '.n05


























































something silly like this
halsPens,'I said Bradshaw,
who sustained a serious
concusion in the fifth game of
the season, an 18-16 loss to
Cleveland.
In other NFL games Sun-
day, New England upset
Baltimore 21-14, St. Louis beat
Los Angeles 30-28, the New
York Giants upset Washington
12-9, Atlanta beat San
Francisco 21-16, Oakland
defeated Kansas City 21-10,
Cleveland downed
Philadelphia 24-3, Cincinnati
edged Houston 3147, Chicago
defeated Green Bay 24-13,
Minnesota downed Seattle 27-
21, New (Melina nipped
Detroit 17-16, Denver
whitewashed San Diego 17-0
and the New York Jets shut
out Tampa Bay 34-0. Buffalo is
at Dallas tonight.
The Steelers scored on a 21-
yard run by Franco Harris,
set up by rookie ,quarterback
Mark Kruczek'd 20-yard pass
to Lynn Swann, and Reggie
Harrison's one-yard plunge.
Patriots 21, Colts 14
Quarterback Steve Grogan
ran for two touchdowns, and
New England, 7-3, moved to
within a game of Baltimore in
the AFC East title chase.
Grogan's threyard scoring
run as the first half ended
completed the scoring as the
teams -battled scorelessly
through the second half.
Cardinals 30, Rams 28
Jim Bakken's field goal with
four seconds left provided the
winning margin for St. Louis,
8-2, as Los Angeles, now 6-3-1,-
Two Racers Qualify For tUsithig' the Mst thiS seasm.Mark yap Eeghan led the
National Championships
failed to pick up any ground on
San Francisco in the National
Conference West.
Giants 12, Redskins 9
Joe Danelo kicked four field
goals, and the Giants-still
unable to score via the
touchdown route-picked up
their first victory of the
season. All of Washington's
scoring came on field goals by
Mike Moseley.
Falcons 21, 49ers 16
StOtt Hunter threw two
fourth-quarter touchdown
passes to Alfred Jenkins as the
Falcons, 3-7, dealt San
Francisco, 6-4, its third
Straight loss.
Raiders 21, Chiefs 10
Ken Stabler threw two
touchdown passes, upping his
league-leading total to 20, and
Oakland picked up 211 yards
ground attack with 95 yards.
U
Browns 24, Eagles 3
Cleveland, 6-4 and tied with
Pittsburgh in the AFC Cen-
Two Murray State cross country runners qualified for the\ tral, won its fifth game in the
NCAA Melt-as the Racers finished ninth out of a field of 20 past six on Brian Sipe's two
teams at t&TISCAAi mee-tra -Green-via, Sonth &Owns' tor-
Carolina, Saturday. .--
Juniors BrianHatfer and Martyn Brewer both qualified for
the NCAA Meet which will be held Nov. 22 in Denton, Texas.
The Unisfersity of Tennessee easily won the team title with
62 poitits while Alabama was second with 91. Roundint out
the top 10 teams were East Tennessee 93, Western Kentucky
99, Maryland 15i, Kentucky In, Duke 208, North Carolina
220, Murray State 250 and William & Mary 274.
The second 10 consisted of South Carolina 330; Auburn 345,
Furman 374, Georgia Tech 375, Virginia Tech 383, Western
Carolina 455, Richmond 474, Appalachian State 476, WM 488
and Northeast Louisiana 636.
Steve Volt of Alabama shattered the old meet record in
covering the six-mile course in 28:41 for first place. The old
record of 28:55 was set in 1974 by Western Kentucky's Nick
Rose who went on to win the national championship that
year.
Dave Long of Western Kentucky was second in 28:47 and
Mark Finucane of 'East Tennessee was third in 28:52.
Western's Chris Ridier took fourth in 28:57.
Rounding out the top 10 were Robert Blount of Florida, fifth
in 29:04; Tony Staynings of Western, sixth in 29:06; Ron Ad-
dison of Tennessee, seventh in 29:08; Patrick Davey of Ten-
nessee, eighth in 29:10; Louis Kenny of East Tennessee, ninth
in 29:13; and Ray Flynn of East Tennessee, 10th in 29:15.
Brewer was the first Racer to cross. He finished 14th in
M:20 while Rutter was 16th in 29:30.
Murray's third runner was Richard Charleston who was
47th in 30:13. Charleston finished fourth among all the fresh- •
men in the meet.
The fourth Racer to finish was-Mike-Vnviell Wice-W-algtrfiltn"
31:23 while freshman Mitch Johnston rounded out the
Murray top five as he was 115th in a time of 32:05.
Kevin Perryman, a senior running his final race, was 128th
in 32:35 while Jimmy Colon'was 135th in 32:55. -
Both Western and East Tennessee could well finish among
thetop five tealtisliffheNCAA Meet next week.y • _
nerback. Ron Bolton in-
tercepted a Mike Boryla pass -
in the fourth quarter and ran it
back 37 yards for _a touch-
down.
Bawds 31, Mere 27
Ken Anderson's 47-yard
touchdown pass to Isaac
Curtis with 42 seconds left
gave Cincinnati, 8-2, its vic-
tory in a game . which
seesawed back and forth all
afternoon.
Beara.24, Packers II
Chicago's Walter Payton .
became the first playerOthe
NFL to surpass the 1,000-yard
mark this season, running for
109 yards and a touchdown,
giving him 1,008.
Vikings 27, Seahawks 21
Fran Tarkenton set a club
record for completion
percentage, 26 of 31 for 84 per
cent, and threw for two
touchdowns as Minnesota
came back to beat upstart
Seattle, which led 21-20 at one
point in the fourth quarter.
Tarkenton now has 301 career
TD passes.
Saints 17, Lions 16
New Orleans' Warren
Capone picked up a Detroit
fumble and ran one yard for
winning touchdown. Bobby
tiougrass also threw a 69-yard
scoring pass to Larry Burton
Broncos 17, Chargers 0
Denver shut out San Diego
for the second time this season
as quarterback Steve Ramsey
threw for 224 yards, including
a 59-yard scoring pass to Rick
Upchurch.
Jets 34, Buccaneers 0
The Jets posted their first
'shutout in 13 Years, and Joe
Nemeth came off the bench to
ignite a first-half scoring
burst, passing two yards to









W L T Pct. PF PA
Balt 8 2 0 .800 292 170
N Eng 7 3 0 .700 242 178
Miami 5 5 0 .500 182,174
NY Jets 3 7 0 .300 110 233
Buff 2 7 0 .222 161 185
Central Division
Cinci -8 2 0 .600 243 141
--Pitts •64-0 .600240 119
Cleve 6 4 0 .600 199 218
Hain 4 6 0 .400 176 193
Western Division
Oakid 9 1 0 .900 216 194
Deny 6 4 0 .600 242 125
S Diego 4 6 0 .400 176 208
K.C. 3 7 0 .300 188 298
Tpa Bay -010 0 .000 86 266
NATIONAL CONFERENCE
Eastern Division




8 2-0 .800 244 201
6 4 0 600 Iv in
3 7 0 300 124 200
NY GIs 1 9 0 .100 91 193
Central Division '
Minn 8 1 1 .850 223 130
Chego 5 5 0 .500 179 157
Dirt 4 6 0 .400 194 152
Gn Bay 4 -6 0 .400 165 226
Western Division
L.A. • 6 3 1 .650 216 156
S Fran 6 4 0 .600 213 131
N OrIns . 3 7 0_ ,300 175 232
Alhita 3 7 0 .300121 199
sue 2 8 0 .200 169 289
Sunday's Results
New York Jets 34, Tampa
Bay 0
New York Giants 12, Wash-
ington 9 ' -
Atlanta 21, San Francisco 16
Cleveland 24, Philadelphia 3
Cincinnati 31, Houston 27
New England 21, Baltimore
14
Chicago 24, Green Bay 13
Minnesota 27, Seattle 21
New Orleans 17, Detroit 16
Pittsburgh 14, Miami 3
St. Louis 30, Los Angeles 28
. Denver 30, San Diego 0
Oakland 21, Kansas City 10
blontbsy.,.-Nov. 15






Given Away FREE each
week until Christmas Day










We've got the Christmas Spirit. Each week until Christmas
Day, KWIK-PIK will give away $25 of FREE groceries to a
shopper who registers for our weekly drawing. No purchase
is necessary. Register often. The more times you register




You can win $25 north of
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A PLEASED MAN—Alt Caldwell, who still holds the single season record for most taddas at
Murray State, watches from the stands at the MSU Fall Rodeo Roundup this weekend. Caidwell
was extremely pleased with the large crowds that turned out for the three-day avast.





RIDE 'EM COWBOY—Stan Runions of Murray State's rodeo team hangs on for dear life while
participating in the bullriding event. Runions is from Van Buren, Ark.
(Staff Mtotos by Barry Draw:
College Rodeo Rated
As Highly Successful
Crowds of over 3,500 turned
out for the three-day Fall
Rodeo Roundup at the Murray
State University . Livestock
Pavilion. -
Saturday night's session
drew about 2,200 fans into the
pavilion but Sunday's crowd'
-numbered only around 400
because of a two-inch snow
that blanketed the Murray
area.
George Meismer of UTM
won the all-around cowboy
title. He took-al place in bull
riding and bareback brortc
riding while placing third in
saddle bronc riding and fourth
in team roping.
No Murray cowboys or
cowgirls won first in the finals
but Stan Runions, Gary
James, Charlie Allen, Martha
Rankin and Joy Bates all
made the final round Sunday.
Runions and James made
the finals in two events.,
Though official team results
are not in, it would be safe to
assume that Martin won the
overall team championship.
Alf Caldwell, who is the
' rOdee team sponsor, said the
event was a huge success.
Caldwell said the crowds for
this fall's rodeo were larger
than the one held here last
spring.
In the bareback riding,
Geroge Meismer of UTM won
the title while in ealf roping,
Bob Rochelle of Arkansas
State-Beebe won the cham-
pionship.
Rick Ashley of Arkansas
State-Jonesboro won the
saddle-bronc riding while
Mike McCullough and Jeff
Bates of Arkansas State-
Beebe won the team roping
title.
In the steer wrestling, Dave
Correll of UTM took first place
while in the bullriding, George
Meismer of UTM won first
place.
In the girls' events, Sally
Young of Auburn University
won the barrel racing
championship while Lynn
Austin of Arkansas State-
Jonesboro won the break-
away calf roping. In the goat-
tying event, Anette Mickles of
Mississippi State won the title.
The Murray State team did
not fare as well as expected.
Caldwell said the team fell
victim to a bad draw in the












Team scores will be an-
nounced Inter this week.
There will be another
college rodeo at Murray next
March. The team will be
having a long winter break in
order to rebuild the morale.
Hopefully, Murray State's
rodeo team will be recruiting
some more men and women
for added depth. The next
rodeo for Murray i11 be
sometime around the end of
February.
"We can use some rest for
repair of a few minor injuries
plus we have extremely high
classroom requirements and
the layoff will give our kids a































LOUISVILLE, Ky. ( AP) —
Henderson County proved last
weekend that No. 2 could beat
No. 1, • and Louisville St.
Xavier will try to put that
philosophy to work again this
weekend in its attempt for a
third consecutive Class AAAA
state football title.
Top-ranked Trinity, 12-0,
stands in the way of second-
ranked St. Xavier, 10-1, but
the unbeaten Shamrocks could
be in for a long night if St. X
quarterback Rick Buehner
has his way. Buehrier scored a
Playoffs At
A Glance





Henderson Co (12-0) at
Franklin Co (8-4).
Lex Tates Creek (9-3) at Ash-
land (9-2). -
CLASS AAA ... .
Union Co ( 8-3) at Shelby Co
9-3).
_Erlanger Lloyd i 12-0) at Bel-
fr, {6-2).'
CLASS AA ... 
. 
.
Mayfield 11-1 1- at Bardsto wn
( 11-0).
Corbin ( 9-1) at Whitesburg
CLASS A ...
Ft Campbell 10-1) at Frank-
fort 49-31.





Trinity ( 12-0) vs St. Xavier
(10-1).
. Second Region
Seneca ( 11-0) vs Fairdale ( 8-
4).
Friday, Nov. 26 ...
At Lexington, Ky. ... .
CLASS A Championship Game






vs Corbin-Whitesburg winner. •
Saturday, Nov. 27
At Lexington, Ky. ...
CLASS AAA Championship
Game
Union Co-Shelby Co winner vs
Erlanger Lloyd-Belfry winner.
CLASS AAAA State Finals
Henderson Co-Franklin




Trinity-St Xavier winner vs
Seneca-Fairdale winner.
-
Saturday, Dec. 4 ..
At Lexington, Ky. .
CLASS AAAA Championship
Game
State AAAA champion vs Jeff
Co AAAA champion.
touchdown and passed for
another as St. X clubbed third-
ranked Bishop David 27-7 in a
crucial showdown last
weekend.
The other Jefferson County
AAAA game ma tc hes • four th-
ranked Seneca against
unranked Fairdale. Seneca
remained unbeaten through 11
games by blanking fifth-
ranked Pleasure Ridge Park
10-0 while Fairdale clipped
Fern Creek 20-16.
In Sate AAAA, second-
ranked Henderson County, a
surprise 7-3 winner over top-
ranked Bowling Green, visits
a Franklin County squad that
blitzed -Bullitt Central 22-0,
and fif,h-ranked Tates Creek,





In Class AAA, surprising
Union County. which ripped
ihird-ranked Franklin-
Simpson 21-0, is at fourth-
ranked Shelby, County. Shelby
County eliminated second-
ranked Danville 21-7.
In ,he other game, top-
ranked-Erlanger Lloyd is at
Belfry.. Lloyd won its 12th
game in as many starts hy
mashing Whitley County 43-6
while Belfry clobbered
Cawood 30-12.
In Class AA, top-ranked
-Mayfield, a 48-6 opening round
winner over previously un-
beaten Edmonson County,
risks its season at third-
ranked Bardstown, which won
its 11th consecutive game by
blanking fourth-ranked Scott
County, the defending Class
AA champion, 7-0. In the other
game, fifth-ranked Corbin
calls on Whitesbiirg. Corbin
ripped Somerset 22-8 while
Whitesburg shaded
PresionsbUrg 17-13.
In Class A, second-ranked
Ft. Campbell, coming off a 28-
6 romp past Campbellsville,
visits a giant-killing Frankfort
team that shocked top-rated
Harrodsburg 16-8 last
weekend, while Bellevue calls
on third-ranked Paintsville.
Bellevue popped Nicholas
County 24-3 and Paintsville
smashed Lynch 41-0.
Bowling Green, ranked atop
the final State AAAA regular
season rankings by virtue of
its 12-0 record, was upset when
Henderson County's Terry
Peckenpaugh scored from five
yards out with 2:11 left to play.
Until that touchdown, Bowling
Green had clung to a
precarious lead provided in
,he second period on Mike
Duff's 27-yard field goal.
Frankfort used a pair of
crucial Harrodsburg errors to
spring what may be the
biggest upset of the season.
David Collins recovered a
Harrodsburg fumble.. ila the
end zone for one score, and
Jay Gabbard raced 83 yards
with another fumble to
provide the winning-margin.
Harrodsburg's only points
came on a two-yard run by
Henry Park, the state's
leading scorer who rdshed for
165 yards in a losing effort.
Fullback Dave Smith ran 11,
4 and 52 yards for touchdowns
to pace Lloyd past outmanned
Whitley County, which
finished 9-3. Mark Molitor
passed 44 yards to Doug
Berkemeier for a touchdown,
hooked up with the same
receiver for a two-point con-
version, and Molitor ran, for
another conversion. -.
David Fischer bolted 22 and
15 yards for a pair of scores
for Mayfield, which got two
more scores from its defen-
sive unit. Chris Raymann
returned an interception 63
yards for a touchdown and
David White went ..17 yards






Hodge & Son 264 94
Mutual of Omaha 24 12
Corvette Lanes 21 15
Ledger & Times 21 15
Baker Auto Repair 20 16
Devanti's 19 17
Randy Thornton Tile 17 19
Gene's Body Shop 17 19
Hospital • 14 V
Colonial Bread 13 23
Paghai's II V
Ky Lake Oil 104 25'1
Moose 10 26
High Team Game St I
Mutual of Omaha 938
Corvette Laneg 925
Hodge & Son 901
High Team Game 1HC
Mutual of Omaha 1060
Corvette Lanes 1020
' Hodges. Son 1016
High Team Series SC
Corvette Lanes . 2662
Hodge* Son ___ 2647
Mutual ofbmaha  2503
High Team Series (NCI
Hodge & Son  72192




Carl Ellis . 213
Tcamtiy McClure 211









High lnd Senes RC)
Diclue Hodge 676
Tommy McClure 644
















Racers To Play Here Tonight
Tonight is going to be a learning experience for two clubs
in the Murray State Sports Arena.
First of all, a group of talented but untested Murray State
Racers will get their first chance to show how much they
have learned over the last month of practice.
At 8 p. m. tonight, the Racers will host the Venezuela
Nationals. It will be a learning experience for them too.
Friday, Venezuela lost 82-54 to the University of
Oklahoma. Then Saturday in Clarksville, they were blasted
115-59 by Austin Peay.
Francisco Dies, the coach for Venezuela and the only
English-speaking person with the team, told Gene Washer
of the Clarksville Leaf-Chronicle Saturday night that his
team was coming here to learn.
"We don't go out expecting to win games, we feel the.
American colleges are just too tough for us," Diez told
Washer.
Austin Peay led 51-28 at halftime and the Governors
played all 17 men on the roster before the game was over
Denis Pagan, a 6-2 guard from Gastonia, N. C., led the
Governors with 14 points while guard Norm Jackson added
12 and center Ralph Garner 11.
A crowd of 2,500 showed up in Winfield Dunn Center for
the contest.
Racer Coach Fred Overton attended the game.
"Venezuela had played at Oklahoma Friday and then
they had to fly all the way into Nashville. For the first 10
minutes, it was like a 20-19 game but after that, Venezuela
just plum ran out of gas. •
"Anstin Peay has a flock of folks. I wouldn't say their
starting five is any better than it has been in past years.
they don't have any stars like Sam Drummer or Fly
Williams. But they do have a lot of depth."
Overton said he would start 6-2 junior Jinn/1y Warren and
6-8 senior Grover Woolard in the backcourt with 6-11 junior
Danny Jarrett starting at the post.
At forwards will be 6-8 sophomore John Randall and 6-5
junior Mike Muff.
"This will be the lirst time Muff and Randall have played
on the same team. In our scrunmage games we've had,
they've always been matched up playing each other one-on-
one. I just hope we are able to play everyone tonight.
"The kids are really anxious to play."
The season opener for the Racers will be November 26 at
the Tipoff Tournament in New Orleans.
In the first contest, Illinois State will go against Nort
heast
Louisiana while in the nightcap. the Racers will play ISU•
New Orleans, which has never lost on its home floor.
However, the Rvers won 80-70 over New Orleans here 
last
season in a game that would have to be considered as an 
up-
set.
Then on December 1, the Racers will fly to Lawrence to
meet the University of Kansas. The first home game. will be
Dec. 4 against a talented Butler team.
Murray could well be 4-0 or 0-4 after those first fou
r
games. If the Racers were to win three, they would be 
in
superb shape with five consecutive home dates after the
game with Butler. In all five of those games, the 
Racers
would have to be favored.
At the worst, Overton would like to see his club 6-3 
before
they go to the Las Vegas Classic Dec. 21 and 22nd. After
 the
Vegas tourney, the next game is in Death Valley January 8
when the Racers open league play at Morehead.
If everyone remains together and none of the top 10 or 12
players decide to go home, then the Racers could 
surprise a
few people this season.
Even yet, the third-plac'e pick in ,the league by th
e
coaches has people buzzing.
Go Big Red!
I don't know about the rest of the people around here but
I'm for Mayfield right down to the final game in the 
2-A
state playoffs.
Even though the rivalry between Murray High 
and
Mayfield has never been friendly, you still have to pull 
for
the CiirdinaLs since they are so close at hand. •
And besides that, it would be nice to say we gave the 
state










































IN HANNAH SHOPPING PLAZA
HIGHWAY 62 & LONE OAK ROAD















Poison Control .  153-1568
Senior Citizens .  153-0919
Heedline  153-NEED













































Barber Shop, 209 Walnut
- Street. Closed Mondays,
Open Tuesday-Friday,
hours 8-1; Saturday 8-3.
EXERCISE. Health Spa.
Call 753-0129.
DELTA SIGMA PHI Arts
and Crafts Festival,
December 7, 8. 9 a.m.-7
p.m. Student Center.
Call 753-9135 for in-
formation.
)IL •IOL) A5Ik -10Lli-C IwOTHER
IF THERE5 AN kiND OF
WORK I COULD DO FOR HER '
••••
I WISH THE WATER
WOULD COME OUT













"BUDDY, COULD '-rou GIVE ME /5
CENTS FOI? A CUP OF COFFEE?"
2 Notice
YOUR NEED IS our
concern. NEEDLINE,
753-6333.
JOHN BAKER and Son
Auto Repair will be
closed .fromNovember


















IF I TELL HER
WDLI SAID PLEASE,





IN MEMORY OF Milburn
Outland who passed
away November 15,
1974. Just. a few months
have gone. But it seems
so long since you passed
from this earth to your
heavenly home. I
thought for a while I
couldn't stay in this
land. But God reached
down from heaven and
gave me his hand. He
gave me something
beautiful and something
good. All my confusions
he understood. So sleep
on my darling and take a
sweet rest, because God
in heaven always knows
best. Written for Wife
and Children.
50EL 5lPELuALk5
RAKE LEA+, E5 AND
GARBLE MESSAGES!
WE GOT HIM BEFORE HIS
QUACK STARTED
CHANGING'
5. Lost And Found
LOST IN the Glendale,
Dogwood Drive, Peggy
Ann vicinity. Young,
friendly, small size, gold
light brown female dog.
Wearing a white flea
collar. Reward. Call 753-
7551.
LOST BLACK and tan
German Shepherd,
Penny vicinity. Wedding
gift, named Mike. Call
753-1538 days, 753-3520
nights.








S.W. Ky. and N.W.
Tenn.
Guaranteed weekl-







































P.O. Box 30310 - -
Memphis, Tenn.
38130








3763 or write for a
confidential interview to
Frelin Enterprises, Box
69, Murray, Ky. 42071.
BABY SITTING in my














Our Company is interested in
training a qualified individual
to do light manufacturing on
an exclusive basis with
nationally accepted product
lines. Our Company furnishes
outlet distribution for all
products.
A. Our Company completely
establishes business
B. No selling on your part
necessary
C. Complete on-site company
ti ilir$ income potential-No
credit problems
E. Exclusive areas assigned
F. Can be started full or part.
tone
C,. Any age considered
H. Company expansion
available
Average investment for in-
ventory, supplies and com-
plete training- g97S.00. If you
are sincere and have a strong
desire to be self employed:
•









13abysitter in my home,
Monday through Friday.
References required.









forms, etc. Can read
blue prints. Call 753-
9284.




WANT TO BUY one acre
or lass of land. Phone
437-4291.
WE BUY YOUR used
mobile homes. Saddle
and Spur, Paducah, Ky.
For free estimate. Call
442-1918.
SHELL CORN, paying




SHELL CORN. Call 753-
1255. Stella Feed Mill.
OLD COMIC BOOKS.
Marvel and DC only.
One year or older. Call
4374349.
COINS AMERICAN,
Foreign, old and gold.
Call 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
FIREWOOD FOR sale.
Call 753-6692 or 489-2371.
SEARS conternpory free-
standing fire place- $75...
Call 436-2136 after 4 p.m.
ASHLEY WOOD stove.




woods. Or delivery. Any
length. Call 753-2359.




patch. Now available at
Murray Lumber Co., 104
Maple St.
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Aire
Shopping Center.
_ FIREWOOD. All hard
woods, available. Free
delivery. $17.00 per rick.
Call 753-8536.
PEPSI COLA MACHINE
and set of gas logs. Both
cheap. Call 437-4565.





washer, odd chairs and
tables, china cabinet
and dining table. Call
489-2752.
DINING ROOM SET, -










and Service, 500 Maple






MACHINE, zig zag and
all regular attachments.
Fully guaranteed. Fully




FOR ALL YOUR fencing









25% cliscount on grain
bins. Free interest on




NEW FORD tractors and
equipment are on sale
now at A & I Ford
Supply in Paris. Parts
and service for your
present Ford equip-
ment. We're out to save
you money so get our
prices before you buy or
trade. Highway 54 West.
Call 642-8544.
NEW WHITE farm
equipment is on sale as
never before. White
Motor Co. will pay you





September 1, 1977, tax
investment credit, early
depreciation. White
cash rebates all add up
to save you as much as
$16,000. For your best
combine, tractor or
planter deal see A & I
Ford Supply, Highway
54 West, in Paris, Tenn.




sales and service at A&I
Ford Supply, Inc. in
Paris on Highway 54




beds. A&I Ford Supply
on. Highway 54 W in
Paris.
ONE 7,000 JOHN Deere, 4
row planter with seed
monitor. Call 753-3787.
806 INTERNATIONAL
tractor, 12 ft. Inter-
national wheel disc. 5-16
in. semi-mt. plows. Two





$185.00 firm. Call 753-
4652 ask for Eddie,
between 8 a.m. and 5
p.m., 753-9629 after 6
p.m.
14' ALUMINUM'Starcraft
fishing boat with trailer
and 18 h. p. Evinrude
motor. Call 753-1698











PIANO LESSONS. I will
give adult and-or scnool
age persons piano
lessons. I've- a Bachelor
of Music Education
Degree from Murray
State University. I have
taught piano and-or
organ lessons for the












NEW AND USED organs,
Piano, special sale.








NOW is one ol he best times to
spicy soda led Nova your
home, bogs, spiders. all kinds el
insects and pests are looking la
a place to hibernate-under your
home. Its warm, they are out of











made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323..
TWO PORTABLE Black
and white T. V. Hi Gain
CB radio With antenna.
Bar with built-in stereo
and light. 12 gauge
Remington pump; small
desk. 1954 Chevy 3/4 ton
pickup. Can be seen at
Hales Trailer Court,
Trailer No. 2 or call 753-
5980.
NEW 500 Gal. Steel Septic
tank, also portable
stereo. Call 435-4586. --
ZENITH PORTABLE 19"
black and white T.V.
and stand. Zenith stereo,
casette player, recorder
with AM-FM radio with
record player. Excellent
condition. Call 753-5818.
JERRY AND BETTY lost
their jobs, and now have
lost stereo. Take up
monthly payment of
only $14.44 a month on
their beautiful
Magnovox stereo. J and
B Music, 753-7575.
26. TV-Raclio
WILL SELL OR TRADE
cabinet sterecrwith tape
player and radio. For
good used piano, good
condition. Call 436-2516.
NEW HIGH GAIN CB still
in case. $95. Call 753-
4445
27 Mobile Home Sales
24 x 52 DOUBLE wide.
Three bedroom, 2 full
baths. Fully carpeted.
Underpinned. Unfur-
nished, except for stove
and refrigerator. Call
753-0519.
1973 12 x 65 3 bedroom, 2









house roof. $65 month
East of Almo. Call 753-
6791.
12 x 60 TRAILER, central
heat and air. Water
furnished. $50 deposit.












































LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
29 Mob.t, Hume Reritd i,,
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TRAILER FOR rent in
Hardin. $40 month. Call
753-6791.
10 x 50, TWO BEDROOM
mobile home, one mile
from city. Water and
garbage pickup fur-
nished. $85.00. Call 753-
5405 af er 5:30p.m.
NEW TWO BEDROOM,
central heat and air on
L2 acre lot. Conrad
Heights Subdivision.
$110 month with option
to buy. Call 753-3745.
31 Vi.int To Rent
AGRICULTURAL
STUDENT and wife
seek hallow with land,
until June 78. Will
maintenance and minor
repairs. Call 767-2749.









FOR RENT - 3 tredroom
duplex apartment, new.
Five miles South on 641
Highway. $150 and
deposit. Call 492-8120.




36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
NICE LARGE registered
Jersey cows for sale.
Four milking now and 4
due to calf in December.
Also have some nice
young dry Holstein cows
and 2 Ayrshire cows Tor
sale. Call 472-3572 in
Fulton.





ONE MALE Pointer bird










Retriever, 2 years old.
Call 489-2364.
REGISTERED English






puppies, also black and
silver. Call 753-6412 or






sired male at stud. Call
4354481.
.13 Rt.,
FOR SALE - 80 acres,






Man Mode Marble Tops
*Large Selection
* From 24'' to 72' Long
Wholesale Electric










you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty want




thwest of Murray on one
acre lot. This home is
modern brick ranch
home with large brick
fireplace in living room,
large modern kitchen,
central heat and air, and
outside new block
storage building. Priced
very reasonably in mid
20's. _ Phone Kowerud
▪ Realty, 753-1222 today
for an. appointment to
see this fine home.




▪ One was $109.00 Now $590'




So. 12th St. 
STro-oolvs0 0 0 0 0 ostrtrosooestis 0 0 0 0 c o
K and S
Stump Removal
Xeres the problem me
oosiebtry deal tree trump lo
ierely i. letort stomp
remora meant day, GI
ch000me sacra drum' or
blasting by an lorry Cr,.
at troreendows (roans*
New see Me difference, Tlie
at is pee.... only ibis
imam The cavity bas bees
filled MO dirt asd snips .
reedy tie seed er led tt's
int, eny wed wet AN
accetiglIfOrrid is mi  by
en maw aid asy en et tbe
tem Vermeer Stymy Cotters
Bob Kemp - 435-4343
Steve Shaw - 753-9490




well, 2 acres very fertile
pasture and garden
land, flock of laying
hens included. Near
Land Between the
Lakes. Eight miles from
Paris Landing. Price
$17,500, $3,000.00 down.
J. H. Austin, Southland






SHOP 32'x44' on 1 acre lot
heated and air com-
pressor. Call 753-7370.
NEW CONCORD NEAR
LAKE - 2 bedrdom
frame cottage on large
lot. Ideal for summer
home on weekend
hideaway. Bargain
priced at only $9,000.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th, BOYD
MAJORS REAL
ESTATE.
A ONE BEDROOM home
on Ky. 121 at Coldwater.
House is on a large. lot
that could be used for
not only for living
purposes but----also
possibly for a business.
-The interior of the house
is in good condition. The
outside needs some
work. The lot is worth
the full price of the listed
price. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505






beautiful new 3 bedroom
brick veneer house with
2 baths. Extra large
kitchen-family room.
Decorated by Interiors




and air, all built-ins,
garage and city water.
On 2 acre lot. Price is





FOR ALL YOUR in-






your leader in sales for
1976 needs your listings.
Call 753-1651, if you are
interested in -selling
your property.
45 Farms F2' Sao'
40 ACRES. Tobacco barn.
Call 436-2139.
46 Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: 7 room
house with carport and
garage, brick and rock
exterior on 5k4 acres
(with 600' Highway
frontage) 4 miles north
of Murray on Highway
641. Three bedrooms,
11-2 bath, full basement
with kitchen, gas central





shop building. On two-
thirds acre. Call 753-
8615.
THREE BEDROOM
-ranch style home. Three






first good offer. Call
after 5 p.m. 753-4823.
THREE BEDROOM
formal clining room. 1,-2
bath on 1 acre lot. Two
miles out on 641 South
price, $23,500. Also
adjoining lot, will sell.
Call 753-7867.
THREE BEDROOM
brick home with 5 acres
under fence. One metal
barn, one 16 x 40 block
building. Located 4th




4 9 Used Cars & Trucks
1971 DODGE POLARA
Custom. Very nice car.
Asking $1,075. This week
only. Call 436-2658.
1975 POP UP top V.W.











1972 MONTE CARLO 454







1963 OLDS Dynamic 88,4
door, one owner. 77,000
miles. Runs good. $250.
Call 753-7410..
HELP WANTED
1. Person who is proficient on adding
machine/calculator and desires that type
work.
2. Person who is proficient with and
desires to work with computer print outs
and perform other office duties.
3. Person who is proficient in math and/or
statistics, and/or operations analysis who







49 Used Cars & Trucks
1973 BUICK Century.
Radio, runs and looks
excellent. Power




van, wag wheels, 8
track stereo. Must see to
appreciate. Call 492-
8441.
1975 DATSUN B-210. AM,
FM, tape and air. 15,600




condition. 327, 4 speed.
$1,700. Call 435-4113 after
6 p.m.
1976 WHTTE Trans Am,
blue interior, air, tape,
and tilt wheel. Low
mileage. Extra nice.
Phone 753-5373.





air • condition, power
brakes, and steering.
Cruise control, 81300.
Will trade. Call 753-9384,
ask for Bob.
1957 CHEVROLET "Z ton
pickup, extra nice. Call
753-2670 after 4 p.m.
1972 CHEVROLET
pickup, local Ky. truck,
real sharp. Gold and
white. Call 753-7393.
1970 PONTIAC LEMANS.
All power and air.
Excellent running
. condition, $900. Call 753-
8216.




luggage rack 304. cubit"




sleeps six. Call 753-4904.
51. Services Offered
INSULATION BLOWN in
by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling











clean rugs of all kinds.













home and Industrial, air
conditioning, and
refrigeratfon, plumbing





doors, paver tile and
brick work. Call James
Hamilton 753-8500.
ELEcyRiC IAN. Trouble








mirrors, and table tops.


















and interior, new and









Three bull dozers , to
serve you. Free
estimate. Call Steven
Alexander at 753-1959 or






of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water





ficient service. NO job




7-5 during day. Call 753-
9514.
51. Services Offered
WILL DO any kind of
hauling, also garbage
pickup in county. Call
753-5768 8 a.m. to 1:30
p.m. Afternoons call




30.00 to 100.00. Depen-






Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estimates.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for
free estimates of your
needs.
DOZER WORK - small
size ideal for leveling,
spreading backfilling.
Call 753-7370 or 753-7570.
FIREWOOD: CUT to
order. Also split rail
Cenees. Will deliver. Call
evenings 901-247-5569.
WILL DO inside or out-













ExpeperiCed bookkeeper needed to keep full
set of ouble-entry books. Will be required to
kee,accounts receivable and accounts payable
-' journals, prepare payroll, profit and loss
statements and monthly balance sheets. Federal
tax reports must also be prepared on schedule:- -
The person we seek must have a knowledge of
bookkeeping and past experience in a business
office would. be helpful. Assistance in training
will be provided.
Resumes, giving marital status, past ex-
-perience, education and references, should be
mailed in care of P. 0. Box 52-AA, Murray, Ky.
42071. The employer will contact applicants













WHY PAINT? Let Glover
and Wilson put
aluminum siding and





work needs call John
















Call 753-4124, South 4th












struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
Free Column
FREE -7 week old kittens
of all colors. Will make
good pets. Call 753-8761.
FREE - 5 month old

















Used 25 Color IV
Used W 23' IV








Thi& alphaketized page »ill run weekl% clip it from





Hwy. 641-6 miles South
Jerry McCoy, Owner & Operator





We con do Ienitli
Warranty Service
Hwy F.ast
9 a.m. to 9 p m Tors , Wed and
Mars Ii m to 10 p m F'ri and

































Open 3 00 a m





































Weiesc garden, We. 111111P•
'wirer and eeracreto feels and
etc
753-5703
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The funeral services for
Mrs. Minnie Tucker were held
Sunday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and Rev. Grandville
. Courtney officiating. Dwane
Jones was organist.
Pallbearers were Earl
Wilson, Hal Allbritten, Donal,
Mk-hell, and Michael Stom,
and Allan Camp. Burial was in
the Mt. Pleasant Cemetery--iri
Henry County, Tenn. ------
,..3/ ge'rMrs. Tucker, 87, died
Friday at 1. p.. m. at the
Convaleyent Division of the
Muria-y-Calloway County -
--2 Spital. She was a member:ir the Grace Baptist Church
and a retired employee of
-Boone Laundry and Cleaners.
Born in August 1889, in Henry
County, Tenn., she was the
daughter of the late James




Apartments_ Mrs. - Grace
Causey, West Monroe, La.,
and Mrs. Lucille Wilson, Hazel
- Waite-Two: ane- son, William
Hicks, San Diego, Calif.; two
sisters, Mrs. Bonnie Ike,








J. Rufus Whitworth, age 84,
died Friday morning at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a resident of
!Mute Four, Woodland Acres,
' Paris, Tenn.
...The deceased was a retieed-
farmer, and had worked for
four years after his retirement
as an aide at the Henry County
Nursing Home. He as .a
deacon and member- of Point.
Pleasant Baptist Church.
Born January 10, 1892, in
Henry County, he was the son
of the late Frank and Shelley
Wimberley Whitworth. He
was married February 18,
1917, to the former Hattie
Bucy, who survives. '
Mr. Whitworth is survived
by his wife, Hattie; three
daughters, Mrs. Hazel
Hudgins, Paris, Tenn., Mrs.
Marcie Smith, Chicago, Ill.,
and , Mrs. Marie Simpson,
Poteau, Okla.; two sons,
Charles Whitworth,
Springville, Tenn., and Willis
Whitworth, Buchanan, Tenn.;
two sisters, Mrs. Ora Presnell,
Paris, Tenn., and Mrs.
Blanche Bucy, Goodlettsville,
Tenn.; thirteen grand-
children; four great grand-
- children.
The funeral was held
Sunday at two p. m. at LeDon
Chapel Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, Tenn., with Rev.
Vernon Turner officiating.









11$ S 12th 753 0035
Free Palling 011ater Door
Kay Thompson Dies
Saturday Morning
Kay Thompson, a retired
farmer of Kirksey Route One,
died Saturday at six a. m. at
the Benton Long Term Care
Unit.
He was 74 years of age and
is survived by ten cousins.
Funeral services- were-hl
Sunday at two p.,m.". at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, M eld, with Bro.
James (ockley officiating.
bearers were Eulos
een, Earlie Green, Donald
Prather, Noah Bowerman,
Murphy Hudspeth, and Otis
Fields. Burial was in the





The funeral for Mrs. Edna
Duncan of Murray Route One,
Browns Grove community, is
being held today at one p.m. at
the chapel of the Max Chur-
chill Funeral Home with Bro.
Henry Hargis officiating.
Active pallbearers are
Johnny and Jimmy Williams,
Jimmy Butterworth, Chris -





Derripgton, and Pat But-
terworth. Burial will be in the
Antioch Cemetery.
Mrs. Duncan, age 67, died
Saturday at five a.m, at the
Murray-Calloway county
Hospital.,,Her husband, Youel
Lee Duncan, died September
5, 1975. Born February 28,
1909, in Arkansas, she was the
daughter of the late Thomas
and Nancy Hill Wortham.
Survivors are two sisters,
Mrs. Mabel Denomme,
Murray Route One, and Mrs.






Mrs. Willie Mae Eisman of -
Route two, Buchanan, Tenn.,
died Thursday about midnight
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital. She was 65
years of age.
The deceased was born
August 3, 1911, and was
married August 11, 1974, to
Henry Eisman, who survives.
She was a member of a
Baptist Church.
Survivors are her husband,
Henry; one daughter, Mrs.
Judy Arrowood, Cucamonga,
Calif.; three sons, Richard
Alderson and Charles
Alderson, Birmingham, Ala.,
and James Alderson, El
Monte, Calif.; four sisters,
Mrs. Ruth Moore and Mrs.
Hazel Chaptelear, Bir-
mingham, Ala., Mrs. Louise
Brown, Ausut, Texas, and
Mrs. Dale Lugenabahl, Biloxi,
Miss.; one brother, Roy C.
Todd, Pinson, Ala.
)The funera11 was held
Saturday at 3:3 p. m. at
I kDon Chapel, Ridgeway
Morticians, Paris, Tenn., with
Rev. Vernon Turner of-




Scores of successful advertisers know the magic in
the word "you." Their ads stress benefits and ad-
vantages for your conveniences, your comfort, your
. savings and economies, your safety, your protection,
your pride, etc. Their ads talk in terms of "you" - not
themselves. Their successes prove their method is not
a hackneyed formula. A lesson can be learned from
this.
People can and Will profit if they nut the other
fellow's interest ahead of their own: People can make
a better world for all to live - in -if individuals place
themselves and their interests behind those of others.
It is a long established truth that when one cares
enough for God and his fellow man, one can easily
place himself in the third spot. It is also a proved, un-
surprising truth that when this is done, one can live
more happily. . . and successfully...






Funeral sepfices for Loudon
Stubblefiald of ., 905 Main
Stree, Murray, were held
„Sdriday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Rev.
Jerrell White officiating and
Rev. Ron Hampton providing
the music and song service.
Pallbearers were Clarence
Boren, Ralph Bogard, Joe Pat
Farley, Howard McNeely,
Harty Culpepper, and Coffield
Vance. Burial was in the
Murray MemorialGardens.
Mr. Stubblefield, age 58,
manager of the National Store
in Murray, died suddenly
Friday at 4:10 p. m. at Wallis
Drug Store. He was a member
and deacon of the Memorial
Baptist Church where he
served as secretary of the
Church Sunday School and a
member of the Adult III Class.
Born June 23, 1918, in
Stewart County, Tenn., he was
the son of the late George and
Choile Markin Stubblefield.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Verna Mae Boren
Stubblefield, to whom he was
married- 'July 11, 1942;
sons, Larry Stubblefield and
his wife, Dortha, 1511 Belmont
Drive, Murray, and Neil
Stubblefield and his wife,-
Beverly , Henderson.
Also surviving are five
sisters, Mrs. Ida Hill, Plan-
tsVille, Conn.., Mrs. Hestella
Howard, Memphis, Tenn.,
Mrs. Wesley ( Virginia)
Parker, Granite City, Ill.,
Mrs. Albert ( Eva) Mulherin,
Mercer, Tenn., and Mrs.
Sidney t Gladys) Stavely,
Dover, Tenn.; two brothers,
Cornelis of Granite City, Ill.,




The finl rites for Kenneth
Youngblood, infant son 'of Mr.
and Mrs. Roger Youngblood,
were held Sunday at two p.m.
at the chapel of the Collier
Funeral Home, Benton, with
Bro. Kenneth Hoover of-
ficiating. Burial was in the
Starks Cemetery.
The six day old child died
Tuesday at the U. S. Naval
Hospital at Camp LeJeune, N.
C.
Survivors are his parents,
and one sister, Tonia Renee,
Camp LeJeune, N. C.;
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Harrell and Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Youngblood, Benton,
and Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Sawyer, Aurora; great
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs.
Charlie Martin, Stockton,
Calif., and Mr. and Mrs.
Loman Cope, Benton; great
great grandparents, Mrs.
Della Martin, Ponca City,
Okla., and Mr. and Mrs. Olsie
Darnall, Hardin; a great great
great aunt, Mrs. Rollie Pace,
Hardin.
VA REP COMING
Max Miller, a veterans
counselor with the Dept. for
Human Resources, Kentucky
Center for Veterans affairs,
will be at the Murray
American Legion Home, 6th
and Maple streets, from 9 a.m.
until 3 p. m. Thursday, Nov. 18
to assist veterans and their
dependents with claims for
benefits due them as a result
of their military service.
By LOUISE COOK
Associated Press Writer
A ' growing number of
supermarkets are staying
open around the clock these
days, hoping to boost sales by
offering 24-hour service to
customers who cannot shop
during normal business hours.
There are no industry-wide
statistics on the number of
stores now operating 24 hours
a day, but Dick Bragaw of the
Super Market Institute in
Chicago said, "There's been
quite an increase in the past
decade.''
The' initial boom in 24-hour
supermarkets came in the
early 1970s, partly as a result
of the relaxation of local
regulations that limited
business hours. In most areas,
-the stores that operate around
the clock are open seven days




A Paris man has been
charged in the 'robbery last
week at the Southside Kwik-
Pik Market here, according to
Murray City Police.
James Leroy Hutson, age
23, of Parts, is being held in
the Paris jail on $15,000 bond,
according to local officials.
Hutson is charged with first
degree assault and first
degree robbery. Both offenses
are Class B felonies and carry
maximum penalties of 10-20
years each.
Murray officials said
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OVERSEAS CLASSROOM: Dr. William Fletcher (right center in light shirt),
an assistant professor in the Department of Foreign Languages at Murray
State University, and a group of the students who participated in the
university's eight-weeks of language study in Europe last summer, pause on
the streets during an excursion to Amsterdam in The Netherlands. The
program will be offered again this summer from May 26 to July 20 with its
headquarters again in Bregenr, Austria.
Growing Number Of Markets




which operates the Pathmark
chain of supermarkets in the
Middle Atlantic states, was
one of the first to try 24-hour
operations, opening an
around-the-clock store in May
1972.
Crime has not been a,
problem for the 24-hour
operations because the stores
do not keep large amounts of
cash on hand and because
grocery products are not high-
value items from a thief's_
point of view, the spokesman
said.
Safeway, the nation's
largest chain, has only a
handful of 24-hour stores. But
A&P, the second-largest
chain, opened its first 24-hour
store early in 1975 and now has
"535-round-the-clock operations
the




-They are doing very well,"
an A&P spokesman said.
What makes a 24-hour
operation a success?
The Pathmark spokesman
said that geography per se has
little to do with it. -The in-
dustry and lifestyles in a
community are more im-
portant than its location, he
said, adding that 24-hour
stores do well in areas where
there are concentrations of
people who work on a three-
shift basis, such as airline or
hospital personnel.
The 'growth in 24-hour
operations hAs been ac-
companied- by an increase in
Sunday openings, according to
Progressive Grocer, a trade
magazine.
Another study, meanwhile,
shows that Americans spent
just under $129.3 billion in
grocery stores in 1975, an
increase of about 10 per cent
from. 1974. The study, by
Supermarketing magazine,
showed that about $101.3
billion went for foods and food
products; another $15.6 billion
was spent on other grocery
products — including paper
goods, soaps-And detergents,
pet foods and tobacco items;
and $12.3 billion went for
nonfood items such as health
and beauty aids, magazines
and newspapers.
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
November 15, 1976
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 7 Buying Stations
Receipts. Act. 1248 Est. 360 Bilrrows &
Guts steady to 1.4 lower Sows steady to
.50 lower
US 1-2 200-230 lbs. 632.75-33.00 few 33.25
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. . . $32.25-32.75
US 2-4 240-260 lbs. .. $31.25-32.25
US 3-4260-280 lbs. .. $30.25-31.25
Sows
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.   121.00-2200
US 1-3 300-450 lbs 821.00-22.00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 822.00-23.00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs. 620.00-21.00
Boars116.00-20.00
LADIES FIRST — Mr. and Mrs. Farland Robbins, of
Mayfield, reach the pyramids of Egypt after a trip by car,
ship, plane, and camels. The Robbins' have just returned
home from a trip to the mid-east in connection with Far
Lands Travel Agency. which is engaged in an Egyptian
tour group promotion at its Murray office. The Robbins'
also spent a week aboard the S S Stella Solaris cruising




PLAINS, Ga. ( AP) —
President-elect Jimmy Carter
says that when his small
Baptist church decided during
an emotional meeting to drop
its racial barriers, "I was just
one of thechurch members."
He later welcomed a black
man to a worship service.
Carter, according to his
fellow Baptists, exerted no
pressure during the two and
three-quarter hour meeting
Sunday. Nonetheless, the
congregation did as he has
advocated since 1965.
It opened the church's doors
to all who want to worship,
regardless of race. And, it
voted 107-84 to retain the
pastor who agreed .with
Carter's pro-integration
stand, The Rev. Mr. Bruce
Edwards.
The church decision began a
week for Carter in which he
plans to hold a news con-
ference today at the
auditorium of the Southwest
Georgia Agricultural
Experimentation Station near
here. WednesdaY. be Will.rPee!
with Vice President-elect
Walter F. Mondale and
congressional leaders near
Atlanta. 
The church also voted to set
up a screening committee
consisting of the pastor and
four deacons to be elected by
wthee angregation in about two
-We felt the whole world
was looking at Plains today,"
said one of the church's
deacons, Frank Williams.
The church controversy was
started by the Rev. Mr.




candidate and civil rights
activist. Just before the Nov. 2
election, he tried un-
successfully to join the church
in a move many saw as an
effort to embarrass Carter.
Sunday, Carter waited in the
rain and said after the votes
were announced,' I think it's
wonderful. It vindicates the
church. It vindicates the
people of Plains."
Carter attended an evening
service Sunday with about 65
other persons, including the
black Secret Service agent
who frequently accompanies
him to church. The whites-
only policy, adopted n 1965,
had been ignored for black
reporters, agents, and the
tourists who came to Plains
during Carter's candidacy,
until the Rev. Mr. King
publicly challenged it.
Midway through the ser-
vice, a black man from Selma,
N.C., Roger Sessoms, entered
the church and sat in the pew
in front of Carter.
Then the congregation set
up the committee to screen
applicants for church
membership. Finally, it voted
120-66 for a motion offered by
Jerome Ethredge, a Plains
residenti preparing for
missionery work in ,estern
Africa, that "The doors of the
Plains Baptist Church be open
to all people that want to come
in and worship Jesus Christ."
Bill Wilkinson, the imperial
wizard of the Invisible Empire
of the Knights of the Ku Klux
Klan, stood outside the church
in his white robe and said after
the decision was announced,
"My reaction is one of anger."
GIDEON BIBUFS
SAN FRANCISCO SAP) —
The Gldeons, the people who
distribute free Bibles to hotels
and motels, reported at their
77th international convention
held here recently that they
had a record year in 1975.
Mare than. 1,6 snillion Bibles.
were placed throughout the
world and membership in-
creased to 51,151, double the
number of a decade ago, they
said.
The Gideons now have
branches in 109 countries, and
copies of the Bible are dis-
tributed in 46 languages.
The brakes on your car
should be examined if they
grab or pull to one side or if
you can press the pedal almost
to the floor.
  (7'71'; /Z 7-r/
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Thies by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray, are as follows: -
Heublein Inc. WI unc
McDonalds Corp 54% one
Ponderosa Systems 6% + %
Kimberly Clark 38 unc
Union Carbide  .a--. ileum
W. R. Grace 26 -%
Texaco 26% -%
General Elec. 50% .t..4
GAF Corp 11'4 As
Georgia Pacific  361.4 -ks
Pfizer 2564 -',
Jim Walters 38 -‘..
Kirsch 15 -%
Disney 44% -4-4,
Franklin Mint 271,1 AIR
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished to the Ledger -&
Thries by!, M. Simon Co. are as follows:
Industrial Avg +2.74
Airco 25% -%
Am. Motors 4 +s
Altl 






Gen. Dynamics 50+. +1%
Gen. Motors ' 67% +s
Gen. Tire 234 +%
Goodrich 23% +'...
Gulf Oil 25% -44
Pennwalt 28% one
Quaker Oats 23% -4-%
Republic Steel 30% -%
Singer Mfg.  171,. -4
8% uncTappan
Western Union 18 one












Wayne and Cathy Perrin
announce the,,





20% to 50% Off
On Your Favorite Ch mamas Gilt Items
AN Stock DM Fixtures Must Go!
EVERYTHING RUST GO
HURRY WHILE SUPPLY LASTS






SPECIAL PURCHASE! REG. $4.99 YD
PANNE VELVET
• 60- wide, F ull butts
• 00`i Acetate Velour Knit
• Choose from Red, Black E mere.,
Brown Wine Royal Rust & Purple 909
RAM MGM
204 W. Washington PARIS, TN
•
tr • 4.-1 • .
